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Abstract
The aim of this work was to produce a new computer 
program to simulate ion implantation into crystalline targets 
The model will allow the investigation of the effects of 
crystalline structure on the penetrating ion beam.
The model was developed using the Universal potential 
function to obtain scattering angles and nuclear energy loss 
The electronic energy loss is gained from an expression which 
takes into account the spatial distribution of the electrons 
around the nucleus.
The modularity of the program design allows any regular 
structured material to be simulated, for example, body centred 
cubic, face centred cubic or^diamond structures are easily set 
up as target structures, as are more complex structures such as 
polymer films.
Thermal vibrations are incorporated in the model and 
are generated from the Debye temperature of the target material 
and gaussian distributed in a one thousand point array. The 
vibrations are uncorrelated. The option to exclude thermal
v ib r a t io n s  is given.
Provision is made for the correct treatment of head-on 
collisions for light and heavy ions. Multi-particle encounters 
are facilitated to give stability to the motion of an ion in a
channel.
Testing of the model is carried out by comparing its 
output with experimental data. These comparisons show excellent 
agreement for a range of ion species implanted into silicon and 
gallium arsenide.
The model is also used to investigate lateral spread of 
the implantation profile and . the data produced showed that 
lateral spread about the impact of the ion beam, is not uniform. 
This result has important significance for device fabrication.
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Introduction
Ion implantation is conceptually one of the simplest 
methods for building a surface with particular properties such 
as: electrical, chemical, mechanical or optical, in selected 
regions of a target material. To gain some control of the 
implantation process, it is advantageous to have a simulation 
of the experiment which will give a true representation of the 
implantation profile. Various models exist for producing such 
profiles and a review of these is given . The purpose of this 
is to establish a new model which will give range profiles in 
crystalline and amorphous targets. The coding of this model is 
compact and so leads to a more computer efficient program.
The major mechanisms involved in the energy loss of the 
ion as it travels through the target material are :
(i) nuclear interaction - (based on the binary collision 
approximation) (ref.l).
(ii) electronic interaction - (due to excitation of bound 
electrons in the solid) (ref.2).
The differential energy loss equation can be written as:
! dE ! dE ! dE
! — — i + i
! dx loss I dx nuclear ! dx electronic
these processes are reviewed and discussed in the 
appropriate following sections. A discussion of two scattering 
formulae is included, one based on the Biersack scattering
(1)
triangle (ref.3), and the other based on the Ashworth 
treatment (ref. 4). This is followed by a detailed exp-1 a.nation 
of the model, including a comparison of theoretical and 
experimental results.
(2)
CHAPTER 1
A review of present ion range simulation programs,..
This section gives a review of some existing simulation 
programs. Some are based on Monte-Carlo techniques and others 
on transport theory.
1.1 TRIM (TRansport of Jons in Matter (ref.3))
This is a Monte-Carlo computer program which calculates 
slowing down and scattering of energetic ions in amorphous
targets.
The method consists of following a large number of
individual ion trajectories in the target. Each trajectory 
begins with a given energy, position and direction. The ion 
changes direction as a result of binary nuclear collisions 
and moves in a straight line mean free path distance between 
collisions. The energy of the ion is lost due to nuclear and 
electronic interaction with the target atoms, a trajectory is 
terminated when the energy of the ion drops below a pre-defined 
value or if the ion leaves the target. The target is considered 
amorphous hence the atoms are randomly located, this assumption 
ignores the directional properties of crystal lattices.
The program is applicable in the incident energy range 
of 100 eV to several MeV. Nuclear and electronic energy losses 
are treated independently, i.e., ions lose discrete amounts of
energy due to nuclear collisions but lose energy continuously
from electronic interaction (like a frictional force).
(3)
For energies where nuclear scattering and hence nuclear 
energy loss is dominant, the program uses the 'magic' formula 
(ref.3) based on the universal potential (ref.5).
The TRIM code is computer efficient in terms of memory 
requirements and speed, and gives results which are in very 
good agreement with experimental results.
1.2 MARLOWE (ref.6)
This is a comprehensive program for the simulation of 
atomic displacement cascades. It uses the binary collision appr­
oximation to construct the trajectories of the incoming ions. 
The target is crystalline.
The incoming ion starts with a given position, direction 
and energy. It interacts with the target material via nuclear 
collisions (governed by the Moliere potential) and electronic 
interaction, the target atoms are not randomly displaced but 
sit in defined lattice sites. A list is made of the positions 
of several atoms in the crystal, using one of the sites as the 
origin of the co-ordinates. The necessary atomic positions in 
any part of the crystal can be generated using this list in 
conjunction with a lattice site close to any moving cascade 
atom. Simultaneous collisions are facilitated within the 
program, to give stability into the motion of a well channeled 
ion.
(4)
Thermal vibrations are included as an option, these can be 
regarded as producing a randomly displaced but static lattice.
An earlier simulation carried out by Robinson and Oen in 
the 1960's (ref. 7) led to the discovery of channeling although 
the idea had already been proposed by Stark (ref.8) as early 
as 1912.
The coding for MARLOWE is large and cumbersome, and this 
results in high computer memory requirement and long run times. 
The program gives realistic profiles of implantation into 
crystalline material, but uses a potential function that has 
been superceded by more realistic functions. The expression 
used for the electronic stopping underestimates this loss.
1.3 Boltzmann Transport.
An enhancement of the Boltzmann transport equation has 
been carried out to allow the calculation of channeling effects 
by Giles and Gibbons (ref.9,10). The transport theory for ion 
range distribution is based on the integration of the Boltzmann 
transport equation. .The range distribution for a particle 
injected through a surface of a target can be defined as the 
probability of finding the particle at rest at a given position 
inside the target. The motion of the ions is represented as a 
statistical momentum distribution as a function of depth in the 
target. A differential cross-section describes the change in 
the momentum distribution over a small depth interval. The
(5)
■target is considered amorphous because of the isotropic form of 
the cross-section and the averaging effect inherent in the 
statistical momentum distribution . However, because the ion 
distribution in direction and energy is known throughout the 
target, a fraction of the ions can be considered to have been 
channeled. These are removed from the statistical momentum 
distribution (F,z) and are considered separately.
The ion momentum distribution is described by function 
f (P,z) giving the number of ions with a momentum p at some 
depth z in the target. The Boltzmann transport equation 
describes how the distribution changes through the target in 
terms of a differential scattering cross-section d<r.
dF.(p »,.g:) = r F(p» . z )d<r(p ’— >p) - F(p, z)d<r(p— >p'__) (1-1)
dz J cos (0 fJ 9 ) cos (0p:>)
This distribution is known at the target surface where 
all the ions are moving at the implantation energy along one 
axis, and by integrating the above equation the distribution 
can be found for any other depth in the target.
The cross-section d<r divided into two parts: (i) elastic 
loss due to binary collisions between ions and screened nuclei 
of the target atoms (ref. 3) and (ii) the interaction with the 
target electrons (this loss is considered as a velocity 
dependent drag force (ref.11,12)).
The structure of the program is as follows: In the
(6)
numerical solution of the Boltzmann transport equation, F(p,z) 
is presented as a matrix Fij. This matrix describes the number 
of ions moving with energy E± in the direction Sj (fig. A).
The calculation proceeds by evaluating the scattering 
over a small depth, dz, using equation (1-1). After each step, 
ions with energy below a threshold E m m  are considered 
stopped and removed from the distribution, the rest continue 
into the target, until all the ions are stopped to give a 
concentration profile (fig. B). Channeling effects are added to 
this amorphous calculation by examining the distribution F(p,z) 
at each integration step to determine the number of ions 
scattered into each channel over a previous interval dz, these 
ions are removed from F(p,z) and considered separately. The 
electronic stopping within a channel is used to determine the 
final spread of final ion ranges so that the channeled ions can 
be placed in the appropriate position in the concentration 
profile.
This method has the advantage of rapidly performing 
the range profile calculations. This treatment however does not 
include backscattered ions. These are taken into account by 
storing the number of particles with a negative energy and 
using the numbers to generate a reverse pass across the matrix. 
This forward and reverse passing, through the matrix is carried 
out until all the particles are stopped or ejected. This 
process has the effect of increasing the run time considerably.
(7)
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Fig. A Scattering in the distribution m a t r i x .
start with all ions 
in one matrix element
concen trat i on
i ons
stopped
dep th
Fig. B Schematic of amorphous
calculat i o n .
(8)
1. 4 COS IPO (COmputer Simulation in POlycrystals ref. 13).
This program uses the binary collision approximation to 
simulate the slowing down of heavy ions (in the keV energy 
range) in polycrystalline targets. The potential which deter­
mines the scattering of the ions within the target material 
can be chosen from an option list. These potentials are based 
on a mean value (similar to Wilson ref.14) or a different 
potential for each atom pair (this makes the calculation 
unwieldy).
At the beginning of the simulation 5000 scattering angle 
for 100 impact parameters and 50 energies are calculated and 
stored in a look-up table for later use.
A choice is also available for the inelastic energy loss, 
the two options being:
(i) A viscous force according to the theory of Lindhard et al. 
(ref.15) (dE/dx = -kE1^).
(ii) Impact parameter dependent energy loss according to Firsov 
theory (ref.16).
A list of close neighbours is generated in conjunction 
with a lattice and the polycrystalline target is structured by 
randomly orientating the crystal with respect to the beam. This
(9)
random orientation is achieved by choosing the z-axis randomly 
and then the x and y axes are randomly rotated around the new z 
axis. The ion travels within the single crystal for a predeterm­
ined flight path before randomization of the crystal axes 
occurs, so the granularity of the polycrystal can be determined.
Thermal vibrations are included, 1000 displacements for 
1000 random numbers are stored in a look-up table. The displace­
ments in x, y and z are calculated independently, these 
displacements are uncorrelated and gaussian distributed.
This approach lends itself to efficient use, a computer 
with a large memory capacity is required to accommodate the 
various options available (potentials, electronics stopping, 
thermal vibrations etc.). This program cannot simulate the 
implantation of light ions.
1.5 AMPITS, (ref.4)
The target is considered amorphous and is divided into 
a number of segments, m, of equal thickness S Z, each of these 
divisions is perpendicular to the incident ion beam direction 
(assumed normal to the surface). The number of ions stopped 
within each division is calculated, these numbers form the 
concentration profile. The ions lose energy due to nuclear and 
electronic interaction.
The randomness of the locations of the target atoms 
allows each atom to be considered as behaving as a scattering 
centre, having an associated total cross-section defined by a
(10)
circular area of radius b«,
b« = [ cos (oc)/ttN6‘Z] 1/32 (1-2)
where <cx is the incident direction of the ion measured from 
the normal to the target. N is the target atomic density.
The model assumes an associated probability, (2TrPdP)/(rcb<K= > 
that an ion interacts with the target atoms B (fig.C), situated 
at the centre of the area, with the impact parameter between P 
and P+dP. If P is substituted as a function of the ion's 
initial and post collision energies (Eo and Ex) then the energy 
distribution function of the scattered ions is
•f ( E i  , E 0 ,oc) =  2 T r P ( E , E o ) d P ( E i , E o ) / ( T r b o c = d E i )  ( 1 - 3 )
This differential scattering cross section 2-rrPdP is based 
on the Wilson potential (ref.14).
The complete energy distribution of the ions after 
passing through a division is expressed by equation (1-3), 
after it has been modified by nuclear energy loss due to 
surrounding atoms, and energy loss due to electronic 
interaction. Hence a range profile is obtained.
This method (which is very similar to Giles and Gibbons 
ref.9) assumes that ions with a negative energy within a 
division are stopped in the previous division, this is the only
(U)
Fig. c
The atoms in a division rearranged in a pattern where
they are equally spaced on i ts front plane. The effective
s
radius , associated with each atom is demonstrated.
( 12)
treatment of backscattered particles. This model is a modificat­
ion of the Furukawa and Ishiwara model (ref.17).
1.6 PRAL (Projected Range ALgorithm, (ref.18))
This is a very fast algorithm for obtaining the first 
two moments of a range distribution. It is based on directly 
connecting directional angular spread to the nuclear energy 
loss (ref19,20).
The projected range of ions can be obtained by summing 
the mean projections of each path element, this requires 
knowledge of the distribution of the directions of ion motion 
as a function of ion energy. During each collision with a 
target atom, the ion loses energy and changes direction. With 
increasing nuclear energy loss, the ion deviates more and 
more from its original direction. The directions of ion motion 
are represented by the polar and azimuthal angles 0 and ©.
These are depicted as points on a sphere (fig. D) with the
initial direction of the ion on the pole (0=0), corresponding
with the x axis (along which the projected range is measured).
The direction of motion of the ion changes at random with each 
uncorrelated collision, so that the point on the unit sphere 
performs a random walk (like Brownian movement). If the point 
of the unit sphere is projected onto the x-axis (polar axis), 
values between -1 and +1 are obtained corresponding to the 
directional cosine of ion motion.
The probability distribution function W of either polar
(13)
JZ=1
0.5
Fig. D
Directional changes of ion motion depicted as a Brownian
mo t i on on a unit sphere. Initially (T << 1) , the ion
mo t i on i s preferentially directed forward. Towards the
end of the slowing down process ( X >> 1), all directions
become equally probalble, resulting in a uniform distribution
on the sphere (a) or in the directional cosines (b).
(14)
angle 0, or directional oosine N = cos(0), originally is a 
delta function at 0 = 0 ,  or cos(0) = 1, this probability
distribution then spreads out in a diffusive manner while the 
ion slows down and finally when the ion stops all directions of 
motion are equally probable, ie. the initial direction is 
'forgotten'.
The motion on the unit sphere is governed by the 
diffusive equation:
dW d
d*t dN
dW !
(1 - N^) —  : (1-4)
I IdN 1
torr is equivalent to Dt in ordinary diffusion. For range 
calculations it is sufficient to find the average value of the 
directional cosine
NCtO : =■ J-iNWd^-ty dN = e~=r. (1-5)
By using the two dimensional Einstein relationship 
dt = l/4dk= (1-6)
where dk^ is the mean square distance on the sphere connected 
to dty a relationship between angular spread ('t) and the
energy loss is found.
(15)
n n
dt = l/4(dk)=2 = i/41 s 1/4 2 C 6 * /-C1+ (MJIs) > 3
i i
= 1/4 (M2 / M x ) E (Ti/E) (i-7)
Td. being the transferred energy for scattering angle ©i . 
Rewriting (1-7)
dt = MU/4 dEm/E (1-8)
MU = Mz/Mi, the connection between t  and the nuclear 
energy loss is seen.
^(Eo,E) = - MU/4 f Sm/St dE/E (1-9)
J
where S,~, (E) and St(E) are the nuclear and total 
stopping powers. The mean projected range is directly obtained 
from (1-9) and (1-5) as easily as the total path length s
o
s = P ds =J dE/St(E) (1-10)
x = f cos(0)I Jexp( -2 X  (E, E0 ) dE/Si (1-11)
(16)
This algorithm gives good (and fast) results when compared with 
experimental data and other simulation programs.
(17)
CHAPTER 2
Nuclear Energy Loss.
2.1 Introduction
In the energy range used for implantation, 5 - 500 keV, 
one of the dominant mechanisms of energy loss is due to elastic 
interaction between the ion and screened target nuclei. The 
problem can be simplified by considering the classical transfer 
of energy between a moving and a stationary charged particle. 
This depends only on the mass and charge of the two point 
particles and the moving particle's initial speed and direction. 
As the moving particle passes, the stationary particle recoils 
and absorbs energy, the moving particle is deflected from it's 
initial path. The final velocities and paths of the particles 
are simply found from the conservation of energy and momentum 
in the system (ref.21). The collision kinematics are calculated 
from the inter-atomic potential between the two interacting 
particles.
(18)
2.2 Two Body Scattering Problem (ref.22,23).
The collision (fig. 1) is elastic hence both energy and 
momentum are conserved:
Conservation of energy :
Eo = l/2Ma.V + 1/2M2v33 (2- 1)
Eo is the ion's initial kinetic energy, Ui is the incident- 
velocity of the ion of mass Mi, vx is the ion's final velocity 
after interacting with the target atom of mass M2 , the target 
recoils with velocity v2>
Conservation of momentum :
longitudinal M xux = Mxvxc:os9x + M2v2cos62 (2—2)
lateral MiVisinSi = H2v2sin82 (2-3)
0x is the scattering angle of the ion and 0=> is the angle of 
deflection of the target atom.
Solutions to these equations can take various forms for 
example, if the target recoil angle 0=2 is eliminated
v x!= ivx!
__ 1 O 1 ___ I
Iixcos0i i Mz-fix iI !1 I I
V3 I lv2 ! Mx+M=
I t
! i
we have an equation which is independent of the way the forces
(19)
Fig. 1 A collision between two particles in a laboratory
co-ordinate system.
Fig. 2 A collision between two particles in a centre-of-mass
co-ordinate system.
(20)
between the particles vary with separation.
If now the example is ■ restated in cent re-of-mass 
(CM) co-ordinates, the problem is reduced in mathematical 
complexity. The basic reason for this is due to the fact that 
no matter how complex the force is between two particles, as 
long as it acts along the line joining them, i.e. no transverse 
force, the relative motion of the two particles can be reduced 
to that of a single particle moving in a central potential, 
centred at the origin of the centre-of-mass co-ordinates. The 
main advantage of introducing the CM system arises in cases 
where the mutual interaction of the two colliding particles can 
be described by an interaction potential V(r) which depends on 
the absolute value of the interaction separation, r. The motion 
of both particles is given by an equation of motion which has, 
r as the independent variable and describes a particle moving 
in a central force field V(r).
In the C M  frame (fig. 2) the momentum must be
M iU jl = (Mx+Ms.) Vcm, is the system velocity for the CM co­
ordinates). This is equivalent to moving the particle Ms in 
the CM frame at a velocity
U s  = M x u x
------ (2-5)
(Mx+M2 )
(21)
energy and momentum are conserved
MxUx2 + M2U22 = liiVi2 + (2- 6)
and
MlUx - M2Uz = MxVx - M2V2 (2-7)
which implies
Ux = V t = M2U x
  (2- 8)
M x+M2
and
U2 — = M x u x
-----  (2-9)
M x+M2
A consideration of the vector diagrams of fig.3, enables 
the angles of the two systems to be related by :-
V2COS0 + V2COS0Z = Liz (2—10)
V2sin© = V2sin82 (2—11)
which can be reduced to
sin0 = tan62 (1—cos0) (2—12)
The recoil energy of the struck atom,E3 = l/2MzVz* is the 
energy transferred T, but 
V22 = 2(1— cos0) tix=ux =
----------------- (2-13)
(lix+Mz)2
(22)
Fig. 3 Vector diagrams of the velocities which relate the two
co-ordinate systems.
(23)
T = 4MxMs Ei sin=0/2
-----  (2-14)
(Mi+M2)2
Ei and T may differ by several orders of magnitude if there 
is a disparity between Mi and M2 and only a small angle 
collision it is therefore worthwhile to check if a classical 
approach is valid.
The moving particle has an associated wavelength 
® = h( 1/(2ME))1/3 and is striking an object of radius a. The 
scattering will be classical if 0 >> a>/2Tra. If we compare the 
particle size, a, with the Bohr radius, a0 = (fn0e2 ) where m0 ,
e are the electronic mass and charge, then
® = !e2m0 !
------------ -.------ . (2-15)
2it3o S 2a0ME !
so classical mechanics will suffice if
E >> e2m0 (a0/a)2 (2— 16)
2a0M
In practice this low energy limit is a fraction of an 
electron volt in energy, so even for small angle collisions 
ion implantation problems can be treated classically.
(24)
CHAPTER 3
3.1 Interatomic Potential (ref.23).
Having decided that classical elastic events can be 
used, a . form for the repulsive potential between atoms is 
required in order to assign a finite radius to the particles 
and hence predict a scattering angle. Ideally a simple 
analytical expression for V(r) would be chosen, and historic­
ally, the Coulomb, Bohr (ref.24) and Born-Mayer (ref.25) potent­
ials were of this form. Improvements to these functions were 
made, generally by modifying factors rather than new functions. 
However, the successful description of V(r) over a wide range 
of atom separations has been made by numerical means. Because 
of their universal applicability, statistical models of inter­
atomic interaction have been widely used in calculating nuclear 
stopping powers. The most widely used ones being :
(i) Sommerfield approximation to the Thomas-Fermi potential 
(ref.26).
(ii) Moliere approximation (ref.27)
(iii) Lenz-Jensen (ref.28).
These potentials are depicted graphically in (fig. 4). 
Each of these potentials may be considered as a coulombic term 
(1/r) multiplied by a screening function. The coulombic term
(25)
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(26)
arises from the positive point nucleus, and the screening due 
to the surrounding electron cloud reduces its value for all 
radii. The screening function may be defined as the ratio of
the actual atomic potential at some radius to the potential 
caused by an unscreened nucleus :
| = V(r)
-------------------------- (3-1)
(Ze/r)
where | is the screening function, V(r) is the potential at 
radius r, Z is the atomic number and e is the electronic 
charge.
There are three general approaches which have been 
used to calculate screening functions (and hence interatomic 
potentials). One way is to use experimental data and to
try to work back to a potential. A second is to incorporate 
full quantal treatments for all possible interactions. A third 
is to isolate the few interactions of importance to energetic 
collisions and to estimate the potential from limited
calculations.
Referring to the first of these techniques, the 
inter-atomic potential can be derived from crystal data, such 
as phonon dispersion curves and x-ray (diffraction) lattice 
constants. There are problems associated with this approach
(27)
because although it is possible to obtain excellent potentials 
for atoms at normal solid state separations, this method can­
not be used to find potentials for the small nuclear
separations involved in atomic collisions. Also the only
potentials that can be obtained are for atoms of those
materials which can be fabricated in crystalline form. Finally 
the technique can only be applied to stable crystal elements, 
and has not been used for H or He atoms. Johnson (ref.29) has 
reviewed the various methods which have been developed to 
obtain potentials from crystal data.
The second' technique for obtaining interatomic potentials
is at the opposite extreme of computational difficulty. Taking
two Hartree-Fock atoms (ref.30,31,32), and recalculating the 
electronic orbits as the atoms merge based, for example, on the 
multi-configurational self-consistent field methods. This type 
of calculation is the most accurate known and can treat all 
atomic combinations. It also allows for the treatment of exci­
ted and ionised states in either of the atoms. This approach is 
over sophisticated for collisional studies, but it can be used 
to provide bench marks to establish the accuracy of the
simpler methods.
A third technique is to use the simplified quantum
mechanical approach suggested by Gombas (ref. 33). Wedepohl
(28)
(ref. 34) was one of the first to use this approach and 
Wilson, Haggmark and Biersack (ref.14) have made a wide 
study. This method begins with two atomic charge distributions, 
and to calculate the interatomic potential, the local density 
approximation is assumed without any reconfiguration of the 
atomic structures as a whole. So for any volume element of 
either atom, the number of its electrons in that volume does 
not change as the two atoms merge. The actual number of 
electrons in a specific volume element may change if it is 
part of the overlap volume of the two atoms. For this overlap 
volume there will be electrons from both atoms, and these are 
treated as a free electron gas within the volume element. All 
overlap volumes absorb energy (i.e. decrease the attractive 
potential) because the Pauli principle demands that for an 
increased electron density there must promotion of electrons 
into higher energy levels (ref. 35). This approximate interato­
mic potential calculation has two parts: the coulombic interact­
ion between all electrons and the two nuclei, and the increased 
quantal energy which goes into excitation and exchange effects 
for the electrons in the volume of atomic overlap.
(29)
3.2 Universal Potential (ref.5)
Ziegler and Biersack have found an analytical function 
which accurately predicts the interatomic potential between 
atoms.
First a representative group of interatomic potential 
was required. The atom pairs chosen are shown in (fig.5) 
Ziegler and Biersack randomly selected a total of 261 atom 
from stable atomic numbers, and calculated their interatomic 
potential.
They then fitted each interatomic screening function 
with a series of three exponentials :
i=l
where x = r i2/a: ,
a x = .8B53a0/ (Zx + Z2 l/=)z/s (reduced interatomic
screening, radius a0 = Bohr radius)
aA and b± are -fitting coefficients, and "ai" coefficients 
were restricted such that
3
(>:) = E aiexp(-bix) (3-2)
so that for x = 0 the screening
function 1.
(30)
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Examples of their procedure are shown in fig. 6 for 
B + B and Au + Au atomic pairs. The circles are calculated 
points, and the line is the fitted curve. All fits averaged 
better than 10% to the calculated data.
Fig. 7 shows the results of calculations that were 
carried out for the 261 screening functions. These screening 
functions are plotted versus the separation between the atoms.
Fig. 8a shows these screening functions plotted with 
the Firsov reduced radial co-ordinate obtained by dividing the 
interatomic distance by the screening length.
ai=.B854a/(Z!I/2 + Z z 1'2 )2 '3 (3-3)
Fig. 8b shows the screening functions versus the Lindhard et 
al. screening length (ref.36) :
ai=.8854a0 /(Zt2 '3 + 1/2 (3-4)
Both these results compress the scatter of the scree­
ning functions to a factor of 2 (<r =44%). Both figures show 
that the light ion-target combinations are lower than the 
heavy ones, just the opposite to fig. 7. Biersack and Ziegler 
suggested that the overall Z dependence (hidden in ax ~ Z~1/3) 
was too strong and a smaller exponential factor would be more 
accurate. They finally came up with
au=.8854ao/(Zx-23 + Z2 -2 3 ) (3-5)
this parameter is called the universal screening length.
(32)
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Fig. 7 Calculated screening functions of 261 atomic pair
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Fig.9 shows the screening functions plotted with this 
reduced radius, that is, the universal screening length.
The scatter of screening lengths in this co-ordinate system 
has a standard deviation of <r » 18% for potentials above 2eV. 
For potentials below 2eV there is little or no convergence 
in any reduced co-ordinate system.
The new reduced screening functions were then fitted 
to individual ones to obtain a universal screening function:
§u = O. ISlSe-3-2>< + 0.5099e“°-‘74:23>< +
O. 2S02e_o- + 0. 02817e~°- 201 A»* (3-6)
This universal potential is an improvement on the C-Kr 
potential found by Wilson et al. (ref.14). A review of various 
potentials was carried out by O'Connor, McDonald and Biersack 
(ref.37) one hundred and six experimentally obtained potentials 
were compared with theoretical ones, the following table shows 
their results:
Potential Screening Length Theory/Expt.
Standard Deviation
Moliere ax 237%
Lens-Jensen ax 142%
C-Kr au 7%
Universal au 5%
Table 1. Various potentials with respective screening lengths.
(36)
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CHAPTER 4
4.1 Electronic Energy Loss.
Nuclear and electronic energy losses are usually 
treated separately because the heavy recoiling target nucleus 
can be assumed to be unconnected to its lattice during the 
passage of an ion. The nuclear interaction can be treated 
simply as being due to elasti'c scattering of two heavy screened 
particles.
Electronic energy loss is of a much more complex 
nature because of the many possibilities of its origin:
(i) kinetic energy transfer to target electrons (due to ele- 
ctron-electron collisions ),
(ii) ionization or excitation of target atoms (strongly bound 
electrons),
(iii) excitation of band or conduction electrons (ie. weakly 
bound electrons),
(iv) excitation, ionization or electron capture of the proj­
ectile itself.
Separation of the ion energy loss into two distinct 
components, does away with any possible correlation between 
the nuclear and electronic loss. This correlation is probably 
not significant when the average is taken over as many 
collisions as in implantation. But this correlation could be
(38)
important for single scattering studies (ref.38) and for very 
thin targets (ref.39).
Lindhard electronic stopping underestimates this loss 
(ref.15) and a more realistic loss is given by Ziegler and 
Biersack. This is based on scaling proton stopping power to 
those of much heavier ions in the case of high velocity heavy 
ions and the consideration of the local density approximation 
in the transfer of energy by a charged particle to the 
electrons of a solid.
A short review of these procedures is presented
4.2 Lindhard Procedure
Lindhard (ref.40) considered the electronic interactions 
of a particle with a plasma. He presented methods to treat 
the response of a free electron gas to a perturbation and he 
derived a function for this interaction.
The Lindhard treatment is a many-body self consistent 
treatment of an electron gas responding to a perturbation by a 
charged particle. It includes the polarisation of the electrons 
by the charged particle and the resultant charge -screening and 
the plasma density fluctuations. It treats smoothly individual 
electron excitation and collective plasma excitation without 
7distant’ and ’close7 collision processes. When this method is 
used with the local density approximation, it can be directly 
applied to any target.
(39)
Lindhard's approach makes the following assumptions 
The initial electron gas is of constant density 
The interaction of the charged particles is a perturbation 
on the electron gas 
All particles are non-relativistic.
The electronic stopping of a charged particle.in the 
local density approximation (which extends the particle 
interactions with atoms and plasmas to particle interaction 
with electrons in real solids) may be stated as :
SE =
2
I<v,p) Zx (4-1)
I is the interaction function of a 
particle of unit charge with velocity, v, with a free electron 
gas of density, p ; Zx is the charge of the particle.
4.3 Local density approximation
This is a method that is used to evaluate the 
theoretical mean response of a solid to a perturbation. Ziegler 
and Biersack (ref.5) consider the solid target to be an electron­
ic plasma with fluctuations in density. They first calculate the 
interaction (or energy loss) of an energetic particle immersed 
in a uniform plasma with the same electron density as any
(40)
single volume element of the solid. Ziegler and Biersack now 
make a basic assumption ; the average interaction of a single 
particle with a uniform plasma is identical to the averaged 
interaction of a single volume element of plasma with a 
particle whose spatial location is uniformly probable. This 
equivalence allows the evaluation of the mean interaction of 
a single particle with a single volume element of the plasma. 
This process is then repeated for the interaction of the 
particle with every volume element of the solid target to 
obtain the mean interaction of the particle with the solid.
Two important assumptions with this approach in 
conjunction with Lindhard stopping theory for energy loss are
1. Electron density in the target varies slowly with position.
2. Available electron energy levels and transition strengths 
of the atoms of the solid are described by those of a free 
electron gas.
The theoretical electronic energy loss of a proton in a 
solid, as opposed to a free electron gas, can be calculated 
using the local density approximation. As stated above, this 
approximation assumes that each volume element of the solid 
is an independent plasma. Ziegler and Biersack calculate the 
stopping power for a particle in a plasma of each volume 
element's density, the final stopping power is computed by 
averaging over these values, weighted by their distribution
(41)
in the solid
r *
Se — J I ( v , p ) (Zx(v)) p d p  (4—2)
where I is the interaction of the particle with
velocity v in a plasma of density p. The charge of the
*
proton, Zi has an asterisk to indicate this may be
a value different from the atomic number because the ion may 
not be fully stripped. By integrating over pdV each density 
interaction is weighted by the probability of that density 
occurring in the solid.
To give a universal electronic stopping method,
Ziegler and Biersack have used specific routines to deal with 
the electronic stopping of protons, He and heavier ions.
The electronic stopping powers of heavier ions are obtained 
by an extension or "scaling" of the energy loss of light ions
at the same velocity in the same medium. For maximum accuracy,
this procedure requires a reliable database of light ion
stopping powers. Due to the use of the ions in backscattering
for material analysis, more experimental data exists for the
stopping values of those ions than any other. To check on 
this scaling procedure, stopping powers for proton were 
generated and compared to experimental results.
(42)
(4-3)
This theoretical calculation found to give good agreement 
for high velocities (>103 keV/amu), but there is a 
systematic deviation below this energy range (1 meV/amu). Some 
correction is necessary in order to obtain stopping powers for 
protons for elements without experimental data. This is carried 
out by the use of
B = S.xp/Sth.ory (4-4)
For protons, stopping powers are obtained from fitted 
function for each element. Electronic stopping of heavier ions 
(Zx > 2) is obtained by the scaling of proton powers. This 
averaged electronic stopping cross section is used in the TRIM 
range program, and as mentioned earlier, this is a program 
which simulates amorphous targets. The electronic stopping 
is calculated by multiplying Se by the path length that is, 
it is assumed that the ion experiences this averaged Se 
throughout the targqt material, an assumption that is 
legitimate for amorphous targets where there is no crystalline 
structure to take into account. However, since the model 
presented in this thesis is a crystal simulation model, the
(43)
electron density distribution must be taken into account. Oen 
& Robinson have suggested (ref.41)
'O- -iro/
dEE = 0.045k -JE e (4-5)
TTam:z
where k4E is the Lindhard electronic cross section, this 
expression takes into the nearness of the ion to the target 
atoms via r0 which is the distance of closest approach. The 
spatial dependance of the inelastic loss being chosen to follow 
approximately the electron density around the target atoms (am) 
being the screening length of the Moliere potential .
This equation was adapted to
—0.3r0 /a
dEE = 0.045k SE e (eV/y9) (4-6)
iraz
where SE is the Ziegler stopping cross-section and 'a* the 
universal screening length. This expression for Ee is 
multiplied by the distance travelled by the ion (ANX) so the 
final electronic energy loss expression becomes
—0.3r0 /a
dEE = 0.045k SE e (ANX) (4-7)
na2
(44)
CHAPTER 5
.5,1 Scattering Angle Analysis (ref. 42)
Two main methods are used to evaluate scattering 
angles. The method proposed by Biersack and Haggmark
(ref.3) in their 'magic' formula, will be discussed first. 
Then the second method based on Lindhard et al. (ref.43) 
transport equations will be discussed.
5.2 Magic formula
This formula is used in TRIM (ref. 3) to evaluate 
scattering angles. It is based on the 'scattering triangle' 
superimposed on a two particle trajectory centre-of mass (CM) 
system as shown in fig. 10.
© is the scattering angle (CM co-ordinate system) of the 
incident ion of mass Mi, which has kinetic energy E, due 
to the interaction with an initially stationary particle Ms 
based on a repulsive potential.
From the scattering depicted in fig. 10 it follows 
directly that
z + P + d
cos©/2 = ------------ | 2 = Zi + Zb (5-1)
z + ro ! d= di + ds
The distance of closest approach, ro , is obtained from the
relationship :
(45)
e/2
.v__
Fig. 10 Particle trajectories in the centre-of-mass system, with
a "scattering triangle" superimposed. P is the impact
parameter, r ^ , the distance of closest approach,
and z£ are the radii of curvature, di and d 2
are small correction terms.
(46)
1 - V(r0 ) - P
r0
0 (5-2)
Ec is the energy available in the CM system (= E/< 1+ (Mi/li3 ) ) ) , 
V(r) is the interaction potential between the incident ion 
and target atom, P is the impact parameter. Equation (5-2) is 
solved by Newton's method in two or three iterative steps, 
(with a claimed accuracy of 0.1%).
The radius of curvature z is yielded by the relationship :
: = 2t Ec - V(r0 ) 1 (5-3)
-V'(r0 )
V'(r0)is the spatial derivative of the potential evaluated 
at ro . The universal screening length au =(-8853a0 /(Zx - 23+Z=2’2 3 ) ) , 
where a0 is the Bohr radius.
Expressing the various parameters in units of screening 
length the final form of the magic formula is obtained :
B + R«= + del
cosS/2 = ---------------- (5—4)
Ro + Pc=
B=P/au, Ro=r0 /au, del=d/av, R c^  Z/au
T
The del parameter is obtained by fitting a suitable 
formed formula to precomputed scattering results.
(47)
5.3 Ashworth
Ashworth and Moulavi-Kakhki (ref. 4) have used the 
approximate expression for the differential scattering cross- 
section derived by Lindhard et.al. (ref.43) : 
d<r = 2irPdP
= - ira2 C f (t1'2) /2t3^2 >dt (5-5)
^(t1/2) is a scaling function dependent on the screening 
function chosen. 
t= -=2T/Tm , €=C«=E, Tm= 4MxM2 Eo
(Mx+Mz)2
a= .885a0 (Z12/3+Z22/ 3 )-w=z (5-6)
C< = 4Tr-=oaM2/ZxZ2 ez (Mx+M2 )
Eo is the incident energy of the ion, T is the 
energy transferred to the struck atom, Zi and Zs* are the 
atomic numbers of the ion and target atom, ao the Bohr radius. 
€o is the permittivity of free space and e is the electronic 
charge.
f(tx/:2) is used to evaluate scattering angles. This 
follows from the relationship : 
t = t2T/Tm = *czsin20/2 (5-7)
where 8 is the scattering angle in the CM system and € is the 
dimensionless "reduced" energy
(48)
£=aE c / (ZiZ^e3 ) (5-3)
An analytical approximation of the function f(tx/=-i) based on the 
Thomas-Fermi potential was suggested by Winterbon et. al.(ref.44)
+ (t x/2) = Bt1''<i'Cl+(2f3t=IX3)=^=53-3^= (5-9)
where S> - 1.309 was determined by a least squares fit to
numerical data.
Wilson et. al. (ref. 14) proposed an alternative form 
for f(tx/=:), based on a more realistic potential i.e. their 
'average' potential (derived from free electron calculations):
f(tx^=) = ACXx^c-l-(l+C) In (X) 1 (X=-c-2X+X“c:)-1 (5-10)
where X=B,t 1^=, A=.56258, B=1.1776, C=. 62680 .
To obtain the differential cross-section rapidly, 
Ashworth and Moulavi-Kakhki have taken a formula containing 
four parameters and have fitted it to the screening function 
f(tx^ ).
F(t1/2) = -f(tx/2)/t3'2
= Cm+Ch-1ln (g/t) I1'*! t“ x Ch“ 1ln (g/t) 1 « 1“»'> (5-11)
g, h, k and m are constants which vary with the range of t. 
Equation (5-11) is used for energy transfers in the range 
100 > t > 10“'*, outside this range simple expressions are
are employed to give a satisfactory fit.
(49)
Table 2, Value of constants in (5-11) for Wilson (ref.14) 
nuclear scattering cross-section.
Range of t
Constants i01
oiH 5 x 10—3 - 1
ri1Ov-l
of F (tly'2 ) 5 x 10“3 H1
Oi—l:<in 10=
9 275.7088 20.12019 4047.561
h 16.2993 6.6055 11.47605
k 0.182286 0.421664 0.258208
m 15.96377 0.223463 0.042765
t= g eKpC-h^ (K(Fi2-P==2)+c) (5-12)
where
K = 2 (hka2 )~l (5-13)
c = -Cm+Ch-xln (g/tx) ]l/k}2 (5-14)
and t-ti at P=PX with the initial condition that t=€E at P=0.
Hence using this routine with values of € and P it is 
possible to obtain t and so the scattering angle ©.
To compare the accuracy and speed of the two methods 
the 'average' potential of Wilson et.al. (ref.14), was used 
as a reference. Two programs were written, each based on the
(50)
respective scattering angle formula. Timing information was 
recorded for each in turn and is presented Table 3. To 
compare the accuracy, graphs of t against values of B (=P/a) 
for various values of € were plotted. 'Magic' was found to 
have a breakpoint for values of B > 20 and it was necessary 
to perform the calculations in this routine in double precision 
to obtain a plot comparable with Ashworth. Hence unless 
'magic' is used with double precision arithmetic, errors 
arise in scattering angles and therefore in energy transfer 
for values of B > 3 and eps > 100 as shown in fig.11a.
Fig. lib shows logxoT plotted as a function of B for a 
range of €, based on the average potential.
The results show that the Ashworth method for obtaining 
scattering angles is more time efficient in the energy range 
in which nuclear stopping is dominant. Also if the magic 
formula is not used in double precision errors will occur in 
the scattering,(double prec. =£ 32bits ).
The Ashworth routine was substituted into the TRIM 
code to replace the 'magic' routine and the cascade version 
of TRIM (in which the recoil atoms are followed) was speeded 
up by a factor of four.
(51)
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CHAPTER 6
6.1 Crystal Target Model.
Programs such as TRIM and PRAL have proved to give 
reliable simulations of ion implantation, but only in 
amorphous targets. Hence the results of these programs do not 
give full information of the effects of implanting into a 
crystalline target. The amorphous target programs give range 
profiles that are gaussian, however experimental results show 
a residual channeling tail (figs.12a,12b ,ref.9,45). A crystal 
represents an ordered array of atoms, as shown in fig.13 : in a 
lattice, the incoming ions can enter the rows and planes and 
so suffer a smaller energy loss than ions which travel randomly 
through the material (trajectory A). Some ions will deposit 
their energy deeper into the target due to the steering effect 
of the potential walls provided by the rows and planes of the 
lattice atoms. This steering effect is known as ■'channeling".
For digital device fabrication, the sharpest possible 
implant tail is required for low noise factors, uniformity and 
controlability of threshold voltage.
There are programs such as MARLOWE and COSIPO that 
can simulate the progress of an implanted ion in a crystal, 
but the coding is huge and the memory requirement of the host 
computer is great. These programs give results in a reasonable 
time frame only on the supercomputer machines. It was thought
(54)
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Fig. 13 Ion trajectories in a crystal lattice. A
B - quasi-channeled and C - random.
- channeled,
(56)
that a simple more computer efficient and portable program 
was required to give realistic range profiles in crystalline 
targets and investigate the effects of channeling.
Ideally an algorithm is required that will give a 
representation of a crystal in a short (low memory requirement) 
and fast form. The simplest means of defining a crystal is 
the lattice cell, once this cell is established, it is possible 
to move through the whole of the crystal, but still in essen­
ce , be in the same lattice cell, as this unit is repeated
throughout the structure. It was decided to use a 'cube' of 
this type to describe the crystal and allow the ion to 
interact with the atoms within this "cube". Once the ion has 
had an interaction which could take it outside the dimensions
of the '’cube', its trajectory is clipped in such a way that
the ion has travelled in the appropriate direction, but the 
ion will still stay in the ;cube'. This procedure is shown 
graphically in fig. 14.
Simple cubic, bcc, fee and diamond structures can 
easily be generated. Other types of regular structures 
can also be simulated by modifying the "cube". A single re­
peatable cell is all that is required. Only a small number 
of atoms is required to describe the target, so that a small 
computer memory is required for generating atomic postions.
(57)
Fiq. 14 Ion trajectory through a body centred cubic (bcc)
c r y s t a l x unit ' cube.
(58)
For example, a diamond structure can be set up by using two 
fee cubes but with one tilted as shown (fig.15). MARLOWE and 
COSIPO uses a neighbour list consisting of first and second 
neighbours, this being a compromise between the time needed 
to search it and the probability of finding a collision 
partner.
Due to the modularity of the model, it can be used to 
investigate various types of targets, for example amorphous 
targets can be simulated by randomly orientating the ion 
direction out of the cube. By tilting the ion seven degrees to 
the x or y axes, a pseudo-random target can be generated (this 
procedure of tilting the target is followed experimentally). 
By travelling down axial directions, the effects of axial 
channeling can be observed.
6.2 Binary Collisions.
Fig. 16 shows the incoming ion I, which has an initial 
direction Pi. As it comes into the close proximity of a target 
ion T, the parameter, r, is calculated
r = tfx . Pi (6-1)
From this the impact parameter, P can be deduced :
P2 = r2 - mod <£x)= (6-2)
The new direction of the ion is
(59)
Fig. 15 Diamond structure unit cell.
(60)
Fig- IS Representation of the binary collision approximation.
A n x
Fig. 17 Interaction hemisphere.
(61)
Pz = [cos6+(r/p)sine]p1 - C (1/p)sineiSx± (6-3)
where © is the scattering angle in laboratry co-ordinates. The 
energy transfer, T, from the ion to the target atom is given by
4M1M2 Exsin20/2 (6-4)
T = --------
(lix+Ms) 2
(0 is the scattering angle in CM co-ordinates).
Since the ion is passing through a crystal, it is 
possible for it to pass through the centre of arrays of two 
or more target atoms. Hence the ion can undergo simultaneous 
collisions. In the model the treatment of such encounters is 
carried out in the following manner :
An interaction radius is defined as the nearest 
neighbour distance in the target material. T&is is projected 
plus and minus ninety degrees about the forward direction of 
the ion as shown in fig.17. This in effect sets up an 
interaction hemi-sphere which avoids multiple interactions at 
the same site. If more than one atom lies within this 
hemi-sphere then simultaneous collisions occur. The mean free 
path length of the ion is also the nearest neighbour distance. 
These deflections are then added vectorially to give the new 
direction of the ion. The energy loss is calculated for every
(62)
collision and totalled. The final direction of the ion, V* 
is obtained and the ion is moved along this path for a 
distance ANX (the nearest neighbour distance), and the next 
collision partner(s) is(/are) located. This is repeated until 
the ion leaves the cube. The appropriate counter is updated 
to take into account the distance travelled by the ion in a 
particular direction (hence resolution is down to the side of
the cube). The next cube is placed in the direction of the
direction of the ion's path.
The potential used to obtain scattering angles and
nuclear energy loss is the universal potential (ref.5) as
this gives the closest match to experimental results. In 
MARLOWE an upper limit is set for the impact parameter to 
avoid collisions which cause negligible scattering angles. In 
the present model all atoms within the interaction hemi-sphere 
are taken into account for completeness.
The electronic energy loss is calculated using the 
adapted parameter based on Oen and Robinson (ref.7) :
0.045
dEE =   SE 1/:z exp (-0.3r0 /a) A NX (6-5)
T r a 2
as this takes into account the approximate spatial 
distribution of the electron density around the target atoms. 
See is the Ziegler electronic stopping power.
(63)
6.3 Head-on Collisions.
With reference to fig. . 18, if the mass of the ion 
Mi is greater than that of the target atom Ms, no deflection 
from the ion's trajectory is said to take place, but maximum 
nuclear energy loss occurs. If Mx<M2 , the ion is reflected back 
along its initial path.
Problems can arise in the case of an ion lighter than 
the target atom. Consider the situation depicted in fig.19, 
where the ion has a head on collision with one target atom 
(Ti) and simultaneously collides with a more distant atom 
(Tz), the two deflections in the laboratory co-ordinate system 
are s tt and ~ 0 respectively. The net deflection would be 
~  tt/2, which is wrong, since the head on collision is dominant. 
This error is small if all the masses involved are the same, 
since the ion is stopped and negligable for ions heavier than 
the target atoms. To take this problem into account a head-on 
collision is considered dominant.
6.4 Binary Crystals.
As it is possible to configure the model to deal with 
any regular structure, this implies that very complex materials
(64)
M,
M,
O
H 1 > M2
18 Head-on collisions.
AJ 2
Fi3- 15 A three particle encounter
(65)
13
can be readily modelled (for example polymers). This gives 
rise to the question of how to deal with nuclear and electronic 
stopping when the 'cube' has more than one type of atom. 
Nuclear interaction presents no problems as the specific 
target atom locations are known. Electronic stopping presents 
a problem i.e. if the ion passes, for example, a hydrogen 
atom, should the electronic energy loss be considered as the 
interaction of the specific target atom and the ion, or, an 
averaged stopping function be applied throughout the material. 
Both methods were used, the former is less efficient on
computer time and space. There was no noticable difference in 
the results therefore an averaged mass of the material was 
used in obtaining electronic energy loss.
6.5 Distance between collisions
To preserve the crystal structure the effect of every 
atom close to the ion must be taken into account. To achieve 
this, the nearest neighbour distance was first used as the mean 
free path. Considering the situation that could arise, a state 
when the ion's position is at the edge of the cube. If
the radius of the interaction, which corresponds to the mean 
free path of the ion, is too large, atoms within the lattice
(i.e. the next cube) can be neglected, thereby reducing the
(66)
density of the target material. But if this distance is too 
small nuclear energy loss is understated. To cope with this 
eventuality, the distance travelled from an edge of a cube is 
reduced by a fraction to just less than that of the nearest 
neighbour. Hence density is preserved.
(67)
CHAPTER 7 
7.1 Thermal Vibrations 
Introduction
Thermal vibrations are included in the model so that the 
simulations of crystal structure are more realistic. The 
theory that the vibrations are based on is discussed in this 
section.
7.2 The Einstein Model (ref.46.47).
At temperatures less than lOOK, the specific heat 
capacity, C, reduces markedly. For example with copper the 
specific heat capacity per mole falls off from 24 at room 
temperature to 21 at 17OK, to 11 at 7OK and to U K " 1 at 2OK. In 
the limit it approaches zero at the absolute zero. The first 
simple explaination of this effect was due to Einstein (1906) 
who made use of Planck’s discovery of the distribution of 
thermal energy in an oscillatory system. If each atom behaves 
as an independent harmonic of frequency f, its average 
energy (ignoring zero point energy) is exactly the same as 
that of the vibrational energy of a diatomic molecule
j =  hf______ (7— i)
exp (hf/kT)-l
For atoms each of which has three independent
degrees of vibrational freedom we obtain
J = 3N«j (7-2)
(68)
For high temperatures this reduces to 3N<^kT in agreement 
with the Dulong and Petit law. For lower temperatures it 
diminishes and as T tends to zero, it also tends to zero. If 
an appropriate value of f is assumed the shape of the Einstein 
theoretical curve agrees reasonably well with experiment 
except near T=0. In this region careful experiments show that 
the heat capacity, C, reduces in proportion to T3 , whereas 
in Einstein's theory it falls off as exp(-hf/kT), that is, it 
reduces more rapidly than T3 .
7.3 The Debve Model (ref.48,49)
There are two main defects in the Einstein model. 
First it assumes that all atoms have the same single frequency 
f, and secondly that the vibration of each atom is independent 
of its neighbour(s). In fact the atoms act as coupled 
oscillators and a whole range of frequencies is possible. Each 
value of f (at a fixed temperature) contributes its own average 
thermal energy j,
j = hf________________________  (7-3)
exp (hf/kT)-l
These should all be added to determine 
the total energy J of the whole solid. An analysis along these
(69)
lines was fist developed by Born and von Karmann in 1912. The 
main feature of such a treatment, which distinguishes it from 
the Einstein model, is that it reveals a whole spectrum of 
possible frequencies. The detached analysis is, however,
extremely difficult.
A completely different approach is that due to Debye
(1912). The solid is treated as a continuum which at first 
sight, seems a retrogressive step. However, its great merit is 
that it provides a frequency spectrum which is a close
approximation to the true spectrum. Debye considers the way in 
which waves travel through the solid. The most remarkable 
feature is that a standing wave of frequency, f, behaves 
exactly like a quantum oscillator of the same frequency, f, so 
that its thermal energy is again given by equation (7-3). This 
is suprising since the wave involves the vibration of all the 
atoms in the solid; yet its thermal energy is that of a single 
quantum oscillator. At first sight it would seem that this 
could not possibly give the same total energy. The difficulty, 
however, disappears when it is realised that the total 
vibration of each atom is the composite result of all the
possible waves that can travel through the solid.
Suppose the solid is a crystal in the form of a cube of 
side L. To establish standing waves the free surface of the
(70)
specimen must be either a node or an antinode and it may be
shown that either condition leads to the same result. The free
surface will be treated as an antinode. Then the largest
standing wave possible for a wave travelling normal to the
faces of the cube has a wavelength S = 2L.
If the velocity of the wave is S, the frequency of the
wave is S / S = S/2L. The next possible standing wave has a
wavelength <5“ = L and its frequency is f= S/L. The next has 
a wavelength S= 2/3 L and its frequency f= 3/2 S/L. Thus the
possible frequencies increase in the order
S ; S x 2 ; S x 3 ; S x 4 etc or f, 2f, 3f etc.
2L 2L 2L 2L
The corresponding thermal energies are
 h-f i______ , 2hf i______  etc.
exp (h-f,/kT)-l exp (2hf,/kT)-l
and all that is now needed is to sum them. Very 
soon the possible frequencies become large multiples of f, so 
that they become virtually continuous and the sum can be
replaced by an integral. One needs to know the number of
vibrations that are possible between f and f+df.
(71)
zxzxrx:
f = 0
f = S/2L = S/2L x 1
f = S/L = S/2L x 2
f = 3S/2L - S / 2 L  x 3
Fig.20a. Characteristic frequencies of standing waves 
in an elastic continuum of length L, (wave velocity S, 
is independent of frequency f) .
nf
>— « — 4 —4
Fig.20b. (a) Construction showing that the number of waves dN
possessing frequency between f and f+df is proportional to the 
volume in the octet of the spherical shell lying between radii 
f and f+df. (b) Two dimensional figure showing that each point 
corresponding to a particular value of f occupies a cube of 
side S/2L.
(72)
For a continuum
fn = S_n (7-4)
2L
where n is an integer.
If we considered the more general case of a wave travelling in 
some arbitrary direction we would obtain the same result but n 
would have components n x,n= ,n3 (each of them integers) in the x, 
y and z directions, respectively ;
•f = S (nx2 + nv2 + nz2 ) 1X2 (7-5)
2L
We plot nMS/2L, nv.S/2L, n*S/2L on x, y, z co-ordinates 
(fig.20). Then the distance from the origin to any point is 
equal to f. Since nM , ny , n* can only change by one unit at a 
time each possible point for f occupies a volume (S/2L)3 . The 
number of points available for frequencies between f and f+df 
is the volume of the spherical shell contained
(73)
between radii f, f+df divided by the unit volume (S/2L)3 .
Since f can have only positive values we can only use one 
eighth of the spherical shell. The resulting number is 
therefore ;
dN = (1/8 4Trf2 d-f) ( 2L) 
S
= 4irL:s-fz df (7-6)
Two transverse vibrations and one longitudinal vibration 
will be allowed. These have different wave velocities but 
for simplicity a suitable average velocity S, is chosen. This 
triples the value of dN. Then the total thermal energy, J, 
is simply,
h-f___________1 3 dN (7—7)
exp (hf/kT)-l
Zero-point energy is ignored since it is independent of 
T and when we differentiate J to find the heat capacity, it 
will disappear.
(74)
The difficulty with equation (7-7) is that we have no 
way, so far, of specifying the upper limit fm of the integral. 
It is at this point that Debye ties his continuum model to a 
particular model. If the crystal contains N atoms, Debye
postulated that the total number of vibrations possible must be
equal to 3N so that, in the upper limit, at high temperatures 
where each j has a value kT the total thermal energy is 3NkT. 
From equation (7-6) this means that,
3dN = f'cn 12-tt L3 f2 df = 3N (7-8)
Jo Jo S3
this gives,
3
f m = _3 S3 N (7-9)
4tt L3
where fm is the maximum frequency on the Debye model. 
Before this expression is used we may form some estimate of its 
magnitude. If the solid has a simple cubic structure with a
(75)
distance ' a" between each atom, Na3 will be the volume of the 
solid ie.L3 . Then,
fm = ( 5 )1/3 s s S (7-10)
4 it a' a/
This corresponds to a minimum wavelength,
<5min = S__ s a'. (4n)1/2 s 1.3a' (7-11).
Thus the limiting frequency on the Debye model corresponds 
to very short waves, the wavelength being comparable with the 
atomic spacing. This is reasonable since once we recognise 
the particular nature of the solid, a wavelength less than the 
atomic energy seperation ceases to be meaningful. If the atoms 
have a natural (uncoupled) frequency, f, the velocity of a wave 
is of the order 2Trfa' compared with fma7 given in equation (7-10) 
Inserting equation (7-9) into (7-6)
3dN = 9N f2 df (7-12)
fm5
(76)
If this is substituted in equation (7-7) we have an 
explicit expression for the thermal energy, J, which can be 
evaluated. By differentiating the specific heat capacity Cv 
may be found.
This Debye model predicts that the heat capacity of 
a solid depends only on the characteristic frequency f m . This 
implies that if Cv for various solids is plotted against kT/hfm 
they should all lie on a single curve. This is found to be very 
nearly true (see fig 21). The quantity h f m / k  is known as the 
Debye temperature 0d .
Although the Einstein model is in many ways a simpler 
and more direct one than the Debye model, there are two 
features in the Debye treatment that makes it preferable. First 
f m  maybe directly derived from the bulk properties so that 
there are no assumed constants in the final calculation of J. 
By contrast the Einstein frequency must be deduced empirically 
from the shape of the Cv.-T curve. Secondly, at low
temperatures, below 100K, the Debye relationship for the 
specific heat reduces to,
Cv = 12-rr^ R x T3 (7-13)
50d3
so that it satisfactorily explains the observed T3 dependance
(77)
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Fig.*21. Specific h'eat capacity of various solids plotted as 
a function of kT/hf.„, where f.„is the characteristic 
Debye frequency.
Experimental points:
o copper, • silver, « lead, x carbon,.
  theory given by Debye.
(78)
in this temperature range.
The main defect of the Debye treatment is that it 
considers all frequencies to travel at the same speed. This 
is not true of coupled oscillators. For higher frequencies 
there is an appreciable drop in wave velocity. Fortunately the 
waves in this range generally contribute only a small part to 
the total vibrational energy.
The magnitude of the mean-square atomic displacement <D= > 
of crystals is given by
<D2 > = 5KzT C£(eD /T) + 1/4 eD /T1 (7-14)
f n k B 0 D 2
where
ke. is Boltzmann's constant
0r> is Debye temperature
m is mass of atcm(or average mass)
H1 is Plank's constant divided by 2tt
T is temperature (K)
the Debye integral function §(x) is defined by
£(>:) = ir« y dy (7-15)
xJ o e^-l
(79)
where x = eD/T
this can be expanded as a power series in
y = ____________ y____________
ey-l y + (l/2y*) + (l/6y3 ) + ..........
= 1-(l/2y) + (1/12yz ) + ...........
leading to
2 (>c) = 1— (x/4) + (x2/36> + .........
Equation (7-14) reduces to
D = 12.1 (Cg(x) +
>: 4
The probability density function (pdf) for 
atom is given by the equation,
p CD) = (2tt<D=>) exp (-D2 )
2<D=>
y,
(7-16)
(7-17)
(7-18)
an is o tro p ic ;v ib ra tin g
(7-19)
(80)
where <D3 > is the mean-square displacement in any direction 
(ref.50,51). This gives a gaussian distribution as shown in the 
fig.22. This distribution is generated in the x, y and z 
directions using D, as the standard deviation. The mean is 
taken to be the mean lattice position (i.e. 0). This is 
implemented within the simulation code by using a thousand
point array ..... to store the gaussian distribution
and a random number to pick values from this array and 
this value is added to the x, y end z position of an atom. This 
gives a good simulation of thermal vibrations, although 
no coupling is introduced between the separate atoms. 
At high temperatures, T > 8d or x < 1, (ref. eq. 7-14, x = ©d /T) 
§(x) " l-(l/4x)
Equation 7-19 reduces to :-
<D=> = 5h2 T
m k b  0 r> — (7—20)
so that <D^> is proportional to the absolute temperature T.
In the lower temperature region i.e. T << ©» or 1/x << 1, 
zero point motion is predominant.
(81)
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Fig.22. Probability density of isotropically; vibrating 
atom.
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CHAPTER 8
Ion implantation depth profile simulation
8.1 Results
Three dopant ions phosphorous, arsenic and antimony 
which are commonly used dopants for silicon, were used to 
generate depth profiles. Phosphorous is close in atomic mass 
to silicon, antimony being a much heavier atom than silicon^ 
arsenic being of intermediate mass between phosphorous and 
antimony. Energies of lOOkeV, 200keV and 300keV were chosen 
to give results comparable to implanted wafers. The crystal 
simulations are compared to standard TRIM simulations. The 
ion beam is tilted 7“ from the normal to the sample surface, 
the crystal simulations have thermal vibrations.
The sample is assumed to be at room temperature (20 °C) 
but the impact of the ion beam on the silicon generates heat 
and local temperature is taken to be 373 K. The beam is 
aligned to the [100] plane in the crystal model. The 7° tilt is 
used to simulate the often used situation which is common 
practice in industry. This 7° tilt of the ion beam relative 
to the target generates a pseudo-random structure. The TRIM 
target simulation provides a true amorphous target.
(83)
8.1.1 Phosphorous
i) lOOkeV (fig.23)
The TRIM profile gives the expected gaussian shape 
with the peak of the distribution at 1200 A . The crystal 
model produces a peak at a similar depth (~ 1300 A) but
the peak is more pronounced than the TRIM peak, the shape of the 
profile is narrow with a long tail. This indicates that the 
majority of phosphorous ions are influenced by the lattice 
structure of the target. They have been steered by the lattice 
and hence nuclear stopping has been reduced giving rise to the 
narrower distribution and sharper peak of the crystal profile. 
The number of backscattered particles is significantly reduced.
ii) 200keV (fig.24)
The crystal profile again shows a more pronounced peak 
and a narrower distribution than that of the TRIM output. The 
peak is at a similar depth to TRIM (2300A TRIM to 2500A Crystal). 
The crystal profile shows that most of the phosphorous ions have 
a reduced nuclear energy loss due to channeling resulting 
in . a high concentration of phosphorous ions at and around the 
peak which leads to a narrower profile with a deep penetrating 
tail. This 200keV distribution is more skewed than the lOOkeV
(84)
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case for both TRIM and Crystal. The profile indicates 
that the energy loss is predominantly electronic as the 
distribution has a much narrower shape than in TRIM, which 
considers an amorphous target with the inherently greater 
possibility of nuclear interaction. The tail on the crystal 
profile is not as pronounced as the tail in the lower energy 
(lOOkeV).case. This is due to the majority of phosphorous ions 
being channeled to give a deeper peak instead of a tail and 
beyond this peak the ions are in a region where influence 
of nuclear stopping predominates, hence only well channeled 
ions will travel much greater depths. At the start of the 
trajectories the ions have'a high energy (200keV) and the cross- 
section for nuclear interaction is low hence the ions travel 
through the material suffering energy loss due to electronic 
interaction. As the ion energy decreases, the scattering cross- 
section increases and the ions suffer deviations from their 
paths due to the influence of the target nuclei. As the ions 
lose further energy, the greater the frequency of nucleus/nuc­
leus collisions and the randomisation of the ion direction the 
larger is the lateral spread. The channeled particles 
experience a reduced electronic energy loss, because of the 
variable electron stopping across a channel (electron stopping 
is at a minimum in the centre of a channel).
(87)
iii) 300keV (fig.25)
This profile shows a heavily skewed distribution for 
TRIM and crystal models. The crystal model gives a less 
skewed distribution due to the low probability of nuclear 
interaction at high energies. The distribution is again much 
more sharper and narrower than TRIM, effectively following the 
trend from lOOkeV, 200keV to 300keV. The tail extends 100 A 
more than TRIM although it matches the depth of the 300 keV 
arsenic case. This seems odd at first, but as explained 
previously, the majority of phosphorous ions are well 
channeled to give a deeper peak.
8.1.2 Arsenic
i) lOOkeV (fig.26)
The TRIM and crystal stopping distributions show a similar 
shape with the crystal distribution having a significant tail. 
The peaks" occur at a similar depth, but in contrast to the 
phosphorous profiles, the peak of of the crystal model is less 
than TRIM. This is due to the larger size of the arsenic ion, 
which increases the probability of nuclear interaction, leading 
to a high dechanneling rate. This means that the tail is due 
to well channeled particles, but the majority of the arsenic 
ions suffer large nuclear energy loss which reduces the effects
(88)
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Fig. 26 
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of "the lattice, hence the profile is similar to the amorphous 
case of TRIM. It is possible to lose more than SE (average 
Ziegler electronic stopping power) electronically by passing 
closer to the nucleus of a target atom, this is also a cause of 
the v lower crystal peak.
ii) 200keV (fig.27)
The two distributions again have a peak at a similar depth 
(statistical noise being taken into account) but the number of 
the stopped particles at the peak depth is reduced in the 
crystal profile when compared to the lOOkeV case, the resulting 
profile being much broader than in the random TRIM case.
The tail on the crystal profile extends deeper than that 
predicted by TRIM. This is due to more arsenic ions being 
channeled for some portion of their trajectory within the 
silicon crystal and hence experiencing reduced electronic and 
nuclear stopping.
iii) 300keV (fig.28)
In this instance, the peak of the crystal stopping 
distribution' is again at a comparable depth to the peak of the 
TRIM profile, the magnitude of the crystal peak is less than
(91)
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Fig. 28 
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that of the TRIM prediction. Both distributions are broader 
which is due to the greater influence of electronic stopping at 
the higher initial ion energy, leading to a deeper peak and a 
greater broadening in the shape of the implantation profile. 
The tail of the crystal distribution can be seen to be longer
than that of the 200keV case.
8.1.3 Antimony
i) lOOkeV (fig.29)
The crystal profile coincides with the the TRIM profile, 
the peak is slightly smaller in magnitude, but at the same 
depth as TRIM. This small reduction in peak magnitude can 
easily be accounted for by a slightly broader shape of the 
crystal profile, this being due to the greater number of
antimony ions at a deeper depth due to a small degree of
channeling, although the tail is not as deep as in the cases of 
phosphorous and arsenic ions at lOOkeV.
ii) 200 keV (fig.30)
In this case, the two peaks are at comparable depths but 
the crystal peak is reduced in magnitude. The distributions are 
broader than the lOOkeV case. The tail of the crystal
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Fig. 29 
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Fig. 30 
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simulation is not as marked relative to TRIM as in the 200keV 
arsenic case.
iii) 300keV (fig.31)
The crystal peak is aligned to the TRIM peak but is 
relatively more reduced in magnitude than the 200keV antimony 
case because a greater number of antimony ions have been 
influenced by the steering effects of the silicon lattice.
(97)
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8.2 Discussion-of the depth profile results:-
Suggestions have been made , above, as "to the possible 
reasons why the crystal simulations have different shapes 
compared with the TRIM simulations. The following section 
discusses these points in greater detail.
Figure 32 shows that for light ions in a copper 
channel, the wall potential is steep, so rapidly falls to a 
minimum and the central region of the channel is essentially 
field free, whereas for large ions, the repulsive field extends 
into the centre of the channel - in this case providing a 
parabolic potential well.
The cases considered in this section, phosphorous, 
arsenic and antimony ions implanted into silicon [100], show 
a range of sizes for the implanted ion. Phosphorous is about 
the same size as silicon and arsenic is a medium sized ion 
compared to silicon ; antimony can be considered to be the 
larger ion. The crystal simulation also takes into account 
thermal vibrations which have the effect of smearing the 
position of the silicon atoms about their lattice position. The 
thermal vibrations have a root mean square (rms) value of 
approximately 0.08A (at lOO^C) and this becomes significant for 
dechanneling i.e. thermal vibrations increase the probability 
of the channeled ion having a more abrupt interaction with 
the channel wall, leading to a large deflection and the
(99)
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Fig.32. A comparison of the channel potential between 
rovtTs of copper crystal for protons and Cu atoms.
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dechanneling of the ion.
These two factors combined with the lattice structure 
lead to the crystal profiles. The channeling probability of 
phosphorous ions is greater than arsenic ions which in turn is 
greater than antimony. Hence the crystal profiles of 
phosphorous implanted into silicon show a larger peak than 
TRIM and a narrower distribution about this peak. This implies 
that the majority of the phosphorous ions are channeled (i.e. 
suffer a reduced nuclear energy loss), the main energy loss is 
electronic.
When the phosphorous ions have lost enough energy so that 
nuclear energy loss predominates, they are already deep into 
the silicon crystal and are stopped abruptly by the nuclear 
interactions with the silicon ions because the atomic number of 
phosphorous is close to number of silicon (15 compared to 14) 
hence at a large nuclear collision almost all the ion energy is 
transferred to the target atom. The majority of the phosphorous 
ions begin to interact with the silicon atoms at a similar 
depth to and so are stopped at or close to this region which 
gives rise to the large peak and narrow stopping distribution 
of each phosphorous case.
The arsenic ion is more than double the size of 
phosphorous (arsenic has an atomic number of 33), hence it is
(101)
more likely to interact with the silicon ions than any 
phosphorous ions due to the Si-As potential reaching further 
into the channel walls. The increased probability of nuclear 
interaction implies that arsenic ions "see" a more amorphous 
material, hence the correspondence between the crystal arsenic 
profile peaks with the TRIM peak. (TRIM peaks being for 
totally amorphous material). But if an arsenic ion gets into 
a channel it will travel deeper into the silicon and due to the 
size of the arsenic ions compared to phosphorous ions, the 
effective size of the channels for arsenic ions is smaller, 
therefore interaction with the channel wall can lead more 
readily to the ion being dechanneled.
The antimony ion is much larger in size than the arsenic 
ion (atomic no. 51), so the size of the channel is much 
smaller. This leads to greater nuclear interaction, so the 
crystal profiles approach the TRIM profiles. A minority of 
antimony ions are well channeled leading to the residual tails 
on the distribution.
The shift of the stopping profiles into the silicon,
(when compared to the amorphous case ie. TRIM) is greatest
for phosphorous followed by arsenic and finally antimony.
From the simulation results it follows that heavier
ions are much less likely to channel and so give stopping
profiles which approach TRIM, whilst light ions are very likely
(102)
to channel, hence the distribution will be highly peaked, with 
the peak being much deeper than for the amorphous peak. This is 
borne out by the following experimental comparison.
Experimental results for 30 keV B"1" are compared with the 
crystal simulation (fig.33) (ref.52).
Two experimental results are shown for 30 keV B"“ into 
silicon, the first is evaluated by the SIMS method and 
the second by pa, i.e. a nuclear reaction technique where 
a high energy beam of protons is used. At the correct energy 
when a proton collides with the boron, it emits an alpha 
particle. By varying the energy of the protons it is possible 
to depth profile for the boron. The crystal simulation agrees 
well with the second method and collaborative work is being 
carried out with Dr. C. Sofield of Harwell to verify more 
results of the pa technique.
Another experimental comparison (fig.34) shows lOOkeV 
indium implanted into gallium arsenide (ref.53), the crystal 
simulated is GaAs and the results show excellent agreement with 
the experimental data. Two further comparisons with experimen­
tal data are presented (fig.35) shows 200 keV oxygen implanted 
into silicon (ref.54) and (fig.36) shows experimental and 
crystal simulated curves for 40 keV arsenic implanted into 
silicon (ref.55). All the simulation results used a 7 degrees- 
tilt to the ion beam. These comparisons show a very good match 
between experimental and simulated data(normalised to peak).
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8.3 Simulation of 100 keV iodine implantation of 
Fluoro(-pthalocyaninato)galliumIII (ref. 56. 57. 58)
The crystal model was used to simulate the possible 
structure of a polymer thin film. The structure of the polymer 
is shown in (fig.37a). The polymer consists of ten such rings 
attached to each other. RBS analysis of films of this polymer 
showed a two peaked implantation profile (fig.37b), the second 
peak was thought to have been due to channeling because if 
the polymers formed a crystal structure when deposited, ions 
travelling down the channels between the rings could travel to 
a much deeper depth. The crystal model was used investigate the 
polymer crystal. The simulation results showed only one peak 
at the same depth as the first peak of the RBS and suggested 
that the second peak to, the profile was due to other factors 
rather than channeling.
(108)
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Fig.37b Experimental and crystal model simulated profiles 
of 100 keV iodine into Fluoro(pthalocyaninato)galliumIII 
film.
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CHAPTER 9
Lateral distribution of implantation profiles
Two methods are presented for the assessment of lateral 
spread ;
1) Standard deviation (from the point of impact of the ion 
beam) at various depths along the implant profile.
2) A two-dimensional frequency plot, showing the frequency 
distribution around the point of impact of the ion beam.
9.1 Lateral standard deviation.
Figure 38 shows lateral standard deviation plotted 
against depth for 50 keV arsenic implanted into silicon for 
various simulation models, ■ i.e., TRIM, the Ashworth model 
(ref.61) and crystal model. The Ashworth model shows a rise in 
lateral deviation with depth with the peak corresponding to the 
end of the Ashworth models stopping distribution. There is 
no turn over in the lateral standard deviation distribution 
for the Ashworth curve. The TRIM output shows a rising 
lateral standard deviation with depth, peaking at a value of 
700A which corresponds to a value close to the end of the 
TRIM stopping distribution, but the lateral standard deviation 
turns over at this point and falling to a value of 98A at the 
end of the implantation profile. The crystal model shows a 
similar shape to the TRIM curve, but the lateral standard 
deviation is much less at corresponding depths for Ashworth and 
TRIM, rising to a peak at a much deeper depth, again this
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corresponds with the end of the implantation profile obtained 
from this model. A similar set of results for TRIM and 
crystal models is presented for 50keV antimony (fig.39) and 
lOOkeV antimony (fig.40). These curves show similar shapes but 
the lateral standard deviation for the crystal model exhibit 
deeper peaks which are reduced in relation to the TRIM peaks.
The crystal curves also show that the level of 
lateral standard deviation is reduced in crystalline material, 
with the peak of lateral standard deviation coming at much 
deeper depths than for the two amorphous material simulations 
mentioned. These factors can be explained by lattice steering.
If an ion enters a channel, it has small scattering 
angle collision with the target atoms. Due to the regularity 
of the crystal structure, the effect of these small angle 
collisions is to steer the ion down the channel, (fig.41).
Hence the ion has a limited lateral spread when ' 
confined in a channel. Due to the high probability of the ions 
being axially channeled (ref.62) for some portion of their 
trajectory, there is a resulting decrease in lateral spread. 
Although planar channeled (ref.63) ions can travel to large 
lateral widths (fig.42).
The peak lateral standard deviation occurs for all
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Fig.41 Axial channeling.
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Fig.42 Planar channeling.
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models at or around the end of the corresponding implantation 
profile, this is due to the fact that the ions which travel 
deep into the target material must have suffered only small 
angle collisions with the target atoms. These colIs ions,
however, can deflect the ions a long way from their path and 
so these ions contribute to a large lateral spread.
(117)
9.2 Radial Frequency Plot
A circle was drawn around the impact point of the 
ion beam (fig.43), on the surface of the target, and starting 
at x = y = 0, a 5“ bin sector of the circle was used to 
total the number of ions coming to rest within the sector. 
This circle was divided into 72 such sectors and a radial 
frequency plot was obtained (no depth information is used). 
Fig.44 shows the frequency of ions against the azimuthal angle 
angle, for a case of 50keV antimony implanted into silicon,
the beam is aligned to the axis of the [100] direction. This 
result shows a six peaked distribution, clearly illustrating 
the crystalline structure of the material. Silicon has sixfold 
symmetry (ref.47) half-way between the line to the 
nearest neighbour, and this is demonstrated by the plot. The 
large peak at an angle of 90° coincides with the fact that 
radial analysis is referenced to an edge of a lattice cube,
rather than the centre, leading to a preferred direction for
the ion beam due to the edge effects.
The simulated ion beam is introduced into the silicon 
crystal by scanning it across one "cube" of the crystal (fig.45).
The analysis point is taken to be at the edge as 
shown, so that some preferential direction is built into
the analysis. This direction corresponding with the 903
(118)
Fig.43 How the radial frequency plots are obtained. 
A circle is drawn about the impact point of the 
ion on the surface of the sample. From x = y = 0, 
5° sectors are used to total the number of ions 
coming to rest within these sectors. No depth 
information is used.
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Fig.45 The crystal model scans the ion beam 
across one face of the '’cube'’ (unit cell).
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to 180° quadrant of our circle, which displays the largest 
peak. To correct for this, the six-fold symmetry of the silicon 
[100] surface should be employed. This would give the effect of 
enhancing the six-fold pattern produced in the lateral 
distribution.
Figure 46 shows a similar analysis, but this time 
the ion beam was tilted 7“ relative to the z-axis to produce 
a pseudo-random structure for the incoming stream of ions. 
This plot shows that most of the crystal structure is removed 
but there is a peak at 0“ and two further peaked regions 
between 70° to 90” and 180° to 200” material a constant 
frequency value over the radial range is expected. Fig.47 
shows a radial frequency plot of 100 keV antimony implanted 
into silicon with a 7” tilt , again two distinct peaks are 
seen, this implies the target is not amorphous. These results 
show that the 7” tilt to the ion beam does give a pseudo 
-randomising effect to an extent.
The lateral spread is still showing, the effects of 
of channeling (albeit reduced). This result has important 
consequences because it shows that in fabrication, the 
assumption that the lateral spread is uniform about the point 
of the ion beam to be false. This introduces another variable 
that has to be considered when analysing the manufacture of
(122)
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electronic devices. The edges of mask walls will not have a 
uniform lateral spread.
It should be noted that the ion beam is being tilted 
7° about the z-axis but preferred in the +x direction.
The 0° tilt case would look like this from the 
top view, showing clearly the crystal structure (fig.48). The 
crystal model can be used to investigate which directions give 
the most random lateral spread and a tilt of the beam of 
rotation of the crystal regime can be simulated (ref.17) to 
give optimum results. This clearly demonstrates the value of 
the crystal model which gives the silicon target simulation 
a close resemblance to the real crystal.
(125)
Fig.48 Implantation profile of 50 keV Sb --> Si, viewed 
from the surface of the target. The beam is aligned to 
the [100] direction.
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CHAPTER 10 
Variation of crystal temperature
The effects of varying temperature (hence the change in 
the magnitude of displacements) is shown in fig.49. This figure 
shows three plots of 50keV antimony implanted into silicon 
the beam is normal to the surface of the target (down the 
[100] direction). Curve 1 shows the stopping distribution with 
a frozen lattice at OK. Curve 2 shows the range profile with 
the lattice vibrating, the root mean square displacement corres­
ponding to a temperature of 373K. Curve 3 is a plot of the
the implant profile with the lattice temperature at 1273K. The
three curves all show a peak, at 300A, this corresponds to the 
amorphous peak (fig.50).
This peak is the largest for the 1273K case, the next 
largest is the 373K case and the smallest is the OK curve. 
This implies that the thermal vibrations have a randomising 
effect on the lattice structure, the larger the amplitude of 
the thermal vibrations, the greater the degree of randomness 
induced into the crystalline target. Another peak to the
distribution occurs around a depth of 1500A. This is the
peak of the -channeled ions. The black curve shows another 
peaked region between 4000A and 6000A, this is the 
distribution of well channeled ions. Curve 3 and curve 2 do 
not show a tailing off of the.distribution from the dechanneled 
peak. One would expect curve 3 to show the greatest number of
(127)
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dechanneled ions, because the larger amplitude of the 
vibrations increases the possibility of nuclear interaction; 
this is the prime mover in dechanneling an ion.
The reason that this particular plot was used to 
demonstrate the effects of greater thermal vibrations is 
that thermal vibrations induce randomness into the structure, 
hence a well defined crystal structure needs to be seen by the 
the beam to amplify the changes caused by the increased 
amplitudes of the thermal vibrations.
There are no noticeable effects with increased 
temperature in the simulations when the ion beam is 
deliberately misaligned (7° from the normal). Fig.51 shows 
that target temperatures of OK and 373K give similar results.
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CHAPTER 11
Crystal randomisation
As a further test of the crystal model program, a routine 
was written to randomise the crystal. This process was carried 
by choosing a random z direction, each time an ion leaves a 
unit 'cube* of the crystal. Then the x and y axes were randomly 
rotated about the new z direction. The results of this 
should give a simulation of an amorphous material. Fig. . 52 
shows a simulation of 50 keV antimony implanted into silicon 
there is no difference between the randomised crystal result 
and the TRIM result. Fig. 53 shows a simulation of 40 keV 
arsenic implanted into silicon again the TRIM and randomised 
crystal curves are matched.
The model simulates crystal structure accurately 
because if the crystal is randomised the target will be 
amorphous. The results show this to be the case.
(132)
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CHAPTER 12
Conclusion
12.1 Introduction:
This section collates the ideas and results presented in 
the previous chapters and discusses the relative merits of the 
new crystal model program when compared to existing simulation 
programs.
12.2 Crystal model:
A program for the simulation of ion implantaion has been 
presented in chapter six. This model takes into account the 
crystalline structure of the implantation material. The modul­
arity of the program design allows for all types of regular 
structures to be simulated (irrespective of the number of 
different atom types within a unit cell). Silicon and gallium 
arsenide targets (diamond structure) to polymers (model used 
to investigate the structure of polymer films) have been 
simulated successfully. The potential function used in the 
program, the universal potential (ref.8), and the electronic 
energy loss function (based on the electronic stopping power 
of Ziegler and the exponential parameter of Oen and Robinson) 
are more realistic than the other crystalline model programs 
MARLOWE and COSIPO. Marlowe uses the Moliere potential and 
Lindhard electronic stopping whilst COSIPO uses either Firsov
(135)
impact parameter dependent electronic stopping or Lindhard
theory. The coding of the crystal model is compact and fast
and so can be run on a small personal computer such as the 
IBM PC whereas the MARLOWE and COSIPO are large and unwieldy
and need to be run on large mainframe computers (due to heavy
memory requirements and to give a reasonable run time).
The simulation results given by the crystal model 
are in excellent agreement with experimental results as shown 
in the results section. TRIM was used as a reference throughout 
because this (amorphous) simulation program is the most widely 
used and gives results close to experimental data. The 
differences between TRIM and the crystal model are due to 
the different structure of the target material in each case. 
This difference is most apparent in the tail section of the 
implantation profiles. The crystal model gives results which 
closely match experimentally determined implantation profiles.
The greatest divergence from TRIM occurs for light ions. 
The crystal model implantation profiles of light ions have 
deeper peaks than corresponding TRIM profiles, this is due to 
the ions losing less energy due to the steering effects of the 
lattice structure in the crystal model. So light ions (which 
have a higher probability of channeling) travel deeper into the 
target.
The crystal model does not take any damage produced
(136)
within the target into account, so for heavy ion implants 
the crystal simulation would represent a low dose implantation.
The crystal model incorporates thermal vibrations and 
these are simulated by using a 1000 point" gaussian 
distribution for the root mean square vibration generated from 
the Debye temperature of the target material. These vibrations 
are useful in studying channeling. The results obtained for 
axial beam aligned implants show that, in an ideal case, 
aligning the ion beam with axial channels would lead to a much 
deeper implantation profile. In reality the beam width and 
damage production would limit the depth of the peak of the 
implanted profile.
The lateral distribution results show how the model can 
be used to investigate lateral spread. The final resting place 
for each ion is given in three dimensions, so it is a simple 
matter to generate lateral spread data. The results show that 
lateral spread is reduced in the crystal model when compared 
with TRIM and Oven/Ashworth. This effect is again explained by 
the steering action of the lattice, an ion is much moire likely 
to channel for some part of its trajectory hence suffer a 
reduced lateral spread than is the case for amorphous models.
The radial plot of an implantation of 50 keV antimony 
into silicon (beam aligned to the [100] direction) shows 
crystal structure, the six fold symmetry of single crystal
(137)
silicon being clearly visible. The 7 degrees radial plot showed 
that the lateral distribution is not constant at mask edges, but 
shows some preferred orientations. This result has significance 
in device fabrication.
Another test of the crystal model is to randomise the 
structure and compare the simulation results with TRIM. As 
shown in (figs.52 and 53) there is excellent agreement between 
TRIM and the random crystal. Polycrystalline material can be 
simulated by allowing the ion to travel a pre-defined distance 
in the crystal before randomisation is carried out and then 
allowing the ion to travel within the crystal again and then 
randomising etc. The pre-defined distance determines the 
granularity of the polycrystal.
The crystal model clearly gives a more realistic 
simulation of ion implantation, as most of the materials 
commonly used are crystalline. The code is compact and fast 
and so can be used on inexpensive computers such as the IBM PC.
(138)
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A comparison of the Magic Formula as used in the T R IM  Monte Carlo simulation program and an analytical approximation 
to the scattering equation revealed errors in the results of the Magic Formula when used in single precision arithmetic. The errors are 
not severe but are systematic and could result in accumulation errors. It  is shown that the analytical approximation returns a more 
accurate result in a faster time thus increasing the execution speed of the T R IM  program.
1. Introduction
The binary collision (B Q  algorithm [1] is used in 
many Monte Carlo simulations of ion implantation 
effects in solids -  T R IM  [2] being the most used code. 
The aim of this work was to establish a faster method of 
obtaining scattering angles in binary collisions. An  
established formula. M A G IC  [2], as used in the T R IM  
code, and an analytical approximation of Ashworth et 
al. [3] are compared. The two formulae are described 
briefly and the results obtained from analysis are then 
discussed.
During execution o f TR IM -Iike  programs the 
scattering angle must be calculated for every collision 
that either the ion, or the recoils -  in the case when 
following the full cascade -  make. Thus the algorithm 
to obtain the scattering must be both fast and accurate. 
T R IM  incorporates a very fast numerical algorithm to 
obtain the scattering angle. We present here a faster, 
equally accurate alternative algorithm.
The two routines, M A G IC  and A S H M A G , were 
substituted into two versions of the established Monte 
Carlo simulation program T R IM . Tuning and implanta­
tion information was generated. The K r -C  [4] potential 
was used in both cases.
2. M A G IC
The M A G IC  formula is used in T R IM  to calculate 
scattering angles, the formula is based on a “ scattering 
triangle” superimposed on a two-particle interaction in 
a centre-of-mass system (see fig. 1). 6 is the scattering 
angle of the incident ion (A /j), this interacts with a 
stationary particle (A f2)> the interaction is based on the 
K r -C  [4J repulsive potentiaL From fig. 1 it follows that: 
p + P + d 
p + r0 '
co s (0 /2 ) ’ (1)
d«L
Fig. 1. Particle trajectories in the centre-of-mass system, show­
ing the derivation of the symbols as used in the text.
—  Doubt* 
 Singt*
- 10-
40
lug. 2. A  comparison of the dimcnsionless energy transfer vs 
unpact parameter for different values of collision energy, ■■ting 
single and double precision arithmetic in the M A G IC  sub­
routine. Break points are found in the single precision version 
for high energy collisions.
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where:
d  =  del, +  deli.
P = P \ + P2’
r0 - closest distance of approach. 
p -  radius of curvature.
P - impact parameter. 
d  - correction term.
r0 is determined by the relationship:
1 -  K(r0)/£e -(/>/ro)2 =  0. (2)
£ c is the energy in the cm system. V(r0) is the interac­
tion potential at r0. p is given by
p  =  2 ( £ c -  V(rQ))/(-V'(r0)). (3 )
The d parameter is a correction term obtained by 
fits to suitable experimental data.
3. A S H M A G
Ashworth et al. have used an approximate method 
for the differential scattering cross section derived by 
Lindhard et al. [5]
d c-l-rrP&P- - i r a 2( / ( f I /2 ) / 2 r 3/2) dr. (4 )
is a scaling function dependent on the screening 
function chosen. This function is used to evaluate 
scattering angles using the relationship:
r -= epsz(T/T„) — eps2 sin2( 0 /2 ) .  (5 )
eps is the reduced energy, T  is the energy transfer in a 
collision and Tm is the maximum energy transfer, 
Ashworth et al. have fitted an analytically integrable 
function to the screening function / ( r ,/2 ) of the form:
/('1/2)-/('1/2)/'3/2
-  [m  +  ( / T l ln ( g / r ) ) 1/‘ ] r 1
x t A - ’ l n U / O r - * ^ .  _  (7 )
g, h, k and m are constants which vary with the range 
of r (see table 1).
Table 1
Values of the constants used in the A SHM AG  algorithm to 
match the K r -C  universal potential function. As given in ref. 
[3].
Constants 
of F(tl/2)
Range o f /
10- 6 -
5 X 1 0 -3
5 x lO “ 3-
5 x l 0 ~ l
5 x l 0 -1 -
102
g 275.7088 20.12019 4047.561
h 16219930 6.60550 11.47605
k 0.182286 0.421664 0.258208
m 15.96377 0.223463 0.042765
Table 2
Timing results for runs of the A S H M A G  and M A G IC  routines 
-  in isolation. The times are for 41 runs of each of the 
subroutines
Energy
[eV]
AS H M A G
[s]
M A G IC
single
precision
(s)
double
precision
(s)
10 -102 0.5784 2.3989 2.8000
10J-1 0 3 0.8790 1.8817 2.2383
103- 1 0 4 0.9594 1.4803 1.8594
104-1 0 3 1.2583 1.2589 1.6183
105-1 0 6 1.5798 1.1186 1.4802
Eq. (7) is used to evaluate scattering angles in the 
range 100 >  t >  10-6 , outside this range the Rutherford 
scattering formula (for t >  100) and the Winterbon et 
al. [6] formula / ( f l /2 ) =  3.2r026 for t <  10-6  are used.
4. Comparisons
These two routines are compared by using the K r -C  
potential as a reference. Two programs were written 
based around the respective formulae to obtain timing 
information and an assessment of the accuracy of the 
rountines in isolation (Le. not in a main program). 
Using fixed values of eps for each run (eps “  0.001, 
0.01, 0.1, 10, 100), B  (the impact parameter in units of 
screening length, i.e. P/a) was varied over a range of 
values from 0 to 40 (41 values for each run). The time 
for each run was recorded and the results are presented 
in table 2. Graphs of log t vs B  were plotted to 
compare the accuray of the two routines, it was found 
that discontinuities occurred in the output of the 
M A G IC  routine when the calculations were preformed 
in single precision, these disappeared when double 
precision arithmetic was used. The Ashworth routine
Table 3
Compares run times -  averaged over 1000 trajectories -  using 
AS H M A G  and M A G IC  in versions of T R IM  which follow just 
the ion or the whole cascade
10 keV Ge -  Ge 10 keV B -  Si
Full Implant Full Implant
cascade profile cascade profile
W  W  W  W
trajectory] trajectory] trajectory] trajectory]
A S H M A G  5.7544 0.860 6.2146 2.6114
Single
Precision
M A G IC  10.1494 0.7514 8.6590 3.0126
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Fig. 3. A  comparison of the results from two typical runs of CASCADE (1000 trajectories each) using the A S H M A G  and M A G IC
gave identical results to the double precision version of 
M A G IC . N o difference was found in the output of the 
Ashworth routine for single and double precision arith­
metic.
The Ashworth routine was substituted into two 
versions of T R IM , firstly the original version of T R IM  
in which only the incoming ion is followed and secondly 
the CASCADE version in which the recoils are followed 
as well. Timing information and output for various 
ion/target combinations were collected for the 
A S H M A G  and M A G IC  routines (M A G IC  run in single 
precision mode). Two cases, 10 keV boron into silicon 
and 10 keV germanium into germanium, are presented, 
the timing information in table 3 and the outputs (i.e. 
range and vacancy profiles) are shown in fig. 3. The 
work was carried out on a D E C  P D P11/44 with a 
floating point coprocessor.
5. Results and discussion
Table 2 shows that our coding of the A S H M A G  
routine is quicker in all but the very high energy case. 
Also it can be seen, again from table 2, that the 
A S H M A G  routine run times increase with reducing 
energy, Le. the routine is fastest at lower energies where 
nuclear interaction is dominant. The M A G IC  times 
show the opposite trend, run times reduce with increas­
ing energy, M A G IC  is faster at high energies where 
electronic interaction is dominant. Thus we could ex­
pect a major improvement in the performance of the 
T R IM  program, using the A S H M A G  routine, for runs 
where there is a dominance of low energy collisions.
The table 3 results bear this our. The Ge —* Ge case 
(a dense cascade is expected) shows that the use of the 
A S H M A G  routine reduces the run time by half using 
both the CASC A DE and T R IM  programs. The boron 
into silicon results (a less dense cascade) show_again 
very useful reduction in run time for the cascade and 
ion profile outputs -  but not quite so dramatic, only a 
30% decrease in time.
Graphs of log t vs B  for single and double precision 
M A G IC  routines show (fig. 2) discontinuities in the 
output of the single arithmetic M A G IC , they disappear 
in the double precision M A G IC  but double precision 
increases the run time of M A G IC  (table 1). These 
discontinuities occur at high collisional energies (M eV ’s) 
and for energy ranges below these values the discontinu­
ities are irrelevant. It  is impossible to distinguish be­
tween the A S H M A G  and M A G IC  values on this graph.
Fig. 3 shows the range profile and vacancy distribu­
tions to be nearly identical for A S H M A G  and Magic 
only statistical variation is observed between the runs.
6. Conclusion
The coding of the Ashworth algorithm used here 
provides a much more computer efficient method of 
evaluating scattering angles and can considerably re­
R. Kalsi, R.P. Webb /  Calculation o f scattering angles in trajectory simulation
duce the run time of Monte Carlo simulation programs 
of ion implantation without noticeably changing the 
accuracy of the results of the simulation.
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Appendix II
Crystal Program Listing
c
c
c
c
c
c
3008 
4001
3009
3013
3014
3018
3019 
4007
3020
3030
THE CRYSTAL MODEL WITH CRYSTALLINE STRUCTURE OF 
SILICON WITH THERMAL VIBRATIONS
INCLUDE ' TGCOM. FOR'’
COMMON/SDATA/SCOEF1(92,8),PCOEF(5,8)
COMMON/CONS/ELEFAK,SNFAK, ARHO, FRAC, Ml. MM2, ZZ2, Z2,M2, Z1.IM, 
EPSFAK
REAL LS, LM, LF, LO,KL,K,KOR,XCONT,YCONT, ZCONT,NNBB,EO,MU,Ml, 
M2, K2, KK2, MC2, K3, KK3, MC3, K4, KK4, MC4, K12, K13, K14 - 
REAL MM2(5), ZZ2(5),FRAC(5)
COMMON/ASH/ CC2,A2,H2,K2,MC2,XXX2,A3, H3, K3,MC3,XXX3,A4,H4, 
K4, MC4, XXX4, XI, KK2, KK.3, KK4, X5
CALL TSETUP
PI=3.14159265 
write(*,3008) 
FORMAT(’ 
reaa(^,^)Z1 
FORMAT(F4.0) 
write(*,3009) 
FORMAT ( •- 
read (*, *)M1 
write(*,3013) 
FORMAT ( 
read( *, *)E0 
write(*, 3014) 
FORMAT ( ■' 
read(*,*)EF 
write(*,3018) 
FORMAT(' 
read(*,*) DEPTH 
write(*, 3019) 
FORMAT( ’ 
read(*, *) NH 
FORMAT(16) 
write(*,3020) 
FORMAT (
DRAN=0. 
read ( *, * )DRAN 
write(*,3030) 
format(' 
read(*,*) TEMP 
CALL SETMAG
Atomic Number of projectile - *)
Mass of projectile = ’) 
Energy of projectile - ;) 
Cut off Energy of ion = * ) 
Depth of sample (Angs) = ’) 
Number of Ion histories - ?)
Input a seed
Input temperature (degrees C)=‘* )
nCK-i.
Z2=14.
M2=28.
ANX=2.35
A=0. 4685/(Zl**0.23+Z2**0.23)
AC0N1=(ANX/A)*.3
AGON-ACON!/(1.-EXP(-ACON1))
CALL SCOEF
CALL CONSTS(RHO,EO,ACON)
CALL SARRAY
OFEN(UNIT=l, file='T7SI. DAT', status^'unknown’ )
XMAX=DEPTK
YMAX-DEPTH
ZMAX=DEPTH
CW=DEPTH/100
IF(M1.LE.M2) SIGN=-1.
IF(M1.GT.M2) SIGN=1.
NNB=5-. 43 
ANX=2.35 
MU=M1/M2
C
XOR=0.045/(PI*A*A)
C START OF TRAJECTORIES 
C
RNDi =RANDOM(DRAN)
DO 170 IH=1,NH 
CALL CLEAR 
w r i t e ( 9090) IB 
9090 format( 7 trajectory £ ’,i6)
RND1=RANDOM(-1)
RND2=RAND0M(-1)
POS(1)=RND1*NNB 
POS(2)=RND2*NNB 
P0S(3)=-0.5*ANX 
XCON T=DEP TH/2.
YC0NT-DEPTH/2.
ZC0NT=0.0 
ZAMBA0(1)=0.12187 
ZAMBA0(2)=0.
ZAMBA0(3)=0.99255
E=E0
HEAD=0.
DENT=0.
SEET=0.
C work out which is the next partner for collision
CALL TSDELX 
CALL TGVECT 
CALL TSPOS(ANX)
OLDPS(1)=POS(1) 
OLDPS(2)=POS(2) 
OLDPS(3)=POS(3)
EPS=E*EPSFAK
EC=4.0*MU/(1.O+MU)**2*E
DEE=0.
DEN=0.
IF(ITR.EQ.O) THEN
CALL STOPWR(E,EPS,SE,:L’)
DEE=SE*ANX 
GOTO 304
END IF 
HEAD-0.
DO 303 1=1,ITR 
B=PAR(1)/A 
SQGX=ANX-PSQIG (I)
CALL ASHMAG(EPS, B, C2, S2, EX1)
CT=2. 0*C2-1. 0 i L *■
ST=SQRT (1. 0-CT*CT) _  LL--r'
THETA=ATAN (ST/ (CT+MCJ) )  ^' '
IF(THETA.LT.0) THETA=THETA+PI
TMP1 = (COS(THETA) + (PSQ.IG (I) /PAR( I) ) *SIN ( THETA) ) xzAMBAO (1) 
VE(1,1)=TMP1-((1/PAR(I))*SIN(THETA))*DELX0(I, 1)
IF(VE(I,1).GT.1) VE(I,1)=I.
IF( VE( I, D.LT.-l) VE (1, 1)=-1.
TMP2=(COS(THETA)+(PSQIG(I)/PAR(I))*SIN(THETA))XZAMBAO(2) 
VE(I,2)=TMP2-((1/PAR(I))*SIN(THETA))*DELX0(I,2)
IF(VE(I,2).GT.1) VE(I,2)=1.
IF(VE(I.2).LT.-1) VE(I,2)=-1.
TMP3 = (COS(THETA) + (PSQIG(I)/PAR(I))*SIN(THETA))* ZAMBAO(3) 
VE(I,3)=TMP3-((1/PAR(I))*SIN(THETA))*DELX0(1,3)
IF(VE(I,3).GT.1) VE(I,3)=1.
IF(VE(I,3).LT.-1) VE(I,3)=-l.
XNEWD=(VE(I, 1)**2+VE(I,2)**2+VE(I.3)**2)**.5 
IF(XNEWD.NE.1.) THEN
O 
CO
XXNEW=1. /XNEWD 
VE(I,1)=VE(I,1)*XXNEW 
VE(I,2)=VE(I, 2)*XXNEW 
VE( I,3)=VE(I, 3)*XXNEW
END IF
C
TEMPOS(I, .1) = ( ZAMBAO(1) *PSQIG(I) ) + (VE(1, 1) *SQGX) +OLDPS(1) 
TEMPOS(I,2)=(ZAMBAO(2)*PSQIG(I)>+(VE(I, 2)*SQGX)+OLDPS(2) 
TEMPOS(I, 3) = ( ZAMBAO( 3 ) *PSQIG(I) ) + (VE(1, 3) *SQ.GX) +OLDPS( 3 )
C
CALL STOPWR(E, EPS,SE, ’L ’)
DEE=DEE+(XOR*SE*EXl*ANX)
DEN=DEN+(EC*S2)
IF(PAR(I).EQ. 0) THEN
VE(I,1)=SIGN*ZAMBAO(1)
VE(I,2)=SIGN*ZAMBAO(2)
VE(I,3)=SIGN*ZAMBAO(3)
DEN=DEN+EC
CALL STOPWR(E,EPS,SE,'L' )
DEE=DEE+(XOR*SE*ANX)
C DEE=DEE+KOR*SQRT(E )
GOTO 666
END IF
IF(THETA.GE.PI/2.) THEN
ZAMBAO(1)=VE(I,1)
ZAMBAO(2)=VE(1,2)
ZAMBAO(3)=VE(1,3)
GOTO 666
END IF 
03 CONTINUE
IF(ITR.EQ.1) GOTO 999
REF(1) = (ZAMBAO(1)*ANX} +OLDPS(1}
REF(2)=(ZAMBAO(2)*ANX)+OLDPS(2)
REF ( 3 ) = (ZAMBAO (3) *ANX) +OLDPS ( 3 )
C
DO 888 1=2,ITR
ZE(I,1)=TEMPOS(I,l)-REF(l)
ZE(I,2)=TEMPOS(1.2)-REF(2)
ZE(I,3)=TEMPOS(1,3)-REF(3)
C
TEMPOS(1,1)=TEMPOS(1, 1)+ZE(I,1)
TEMPOS(1,2)=TEMPOS(1, 2)+ZE(1, 2)
TEMPOS(1,3)=TEMPOS(1,3)+ZE(I,3)
C
888 CONTINUE
C
CO 
o
90S ZAMBAO(1)=(TEMPOS(1,1)-OLDPS(1))/ANX
ZAMBAO(2)=(TEMPOS(1,2)-OLDPS(2))/ANX
ZAMBAO(3)=(TEMPOS(1,3)-OLDPS(3))/ANX
666 XNEWD=(ZAMBAO(1)**2+ZAMBAO(2)**2+ZAMBAO(3)**2)**.5
IF(XNEWD.NE.1.) THEN
XXNEW=1./XNEWD 
ZAMBAO(1)=ZAMBAO(1)*XXNEW 
ZAMBAO(2)=ZAMBAO(2)*XXNEW 
ZAMBAO(3)=ZAMBAO(3)*XXNEW
END IF
04 POS(1)=(ZAMBAO(1)*ANX)+OLDPS(1)
POS(2)=(ZAMBAO(2)*ANX)+OLDPS(2)
POS(3)=(ZAMBAO(3)*ANX)+OLDPS(3)
C
ANX=2.35
IF(P0S(3).GT.4.4) ANX=1.2
C
IF (POS(l).LT.0.) THEN 
XCONT =XCONT-NNB 
POS(1)=POS(1)+NNB
ELSE IF (POS(l).GE.NNB) THEN 
XCON T=X CON T+NNB 
POS(1)=POS(1)-NNB
END IF
C
IF (P0S(2).LT.0. ) THEN 
YCON T=YCON T-NNB 
POS(2)=POS(2)+NNB
ELSE IF (POS(2).GE.NNB) THEN 
YCON T=YCON T+NNB 
POS(2)=POS(2)-NNB
END IF
C
IF (P0S(3).LT.0. ) THEN 
ZC0NT=ZC0NT-NNB 
POS(3)-POS(3)+NNB
ELSE IF (POS(3}.GE.NNB) THEN 
Z CON T-Z CONT+NNB 
POS(3)=POS(3)-NNB
END IF
C
IF (XCONT.GT.XMAX) THEN
XT RAN S=X T RAN S+1 
IZ-INT(ZCONT/CW)
IF (IZ.GT.100) IZ=100
IBIN(IZ)=IBIN(IZ)+1
GOTO 170 
ELSE IF (XCONT.LT.O.) THEN 
XBACK=XBACK+1 
IZ=INT(ZCONT/CW+1.0)
IF (IZiGT.100) IZ=100
IBIN(IZ)=IBIN(IZ)+1 
GOTO 170
END IF
C
IF (YCONT.GT.YMAX) THEN
Y T RAN S=Y T R AN S+1 
IZ=INT(ZC0LT/CW+1.0)
IF (IZ.GT.100) IZ=100
IBIN(IZ)=IBIN(IZ)+1 
GOTO 170 
ELSE IF (YCONT.LT.0.) THEN 
YBACK=YBACK+1 
IZ=INT(ZCONT/CW+1.0)
IF (IZ.GT.100) 1Z-100
IBIN(IZ)=IBIN(IZ)+1 
GOTO 170
END IF
C
IF (ZCONT.GT.ZMAX) THEN
ZTRANS=ZTRANS+1 
GOTO 170 
ELSE IF (ZCONT.LT.0.) THEN 
ZBACK=ZBACK+1
GOTO 170
END IF
C
E=E-DEN-DEE
C
IF (E.GT.EF) GOTO 40
IZ=INT(ZCONT/CW+1.0)
IF (IZ.GT.100) IZ=100
IBIN(IZ)=IBIN(IZ)+1
C
WRITE(1, *) ZCONT,XCONT,YCONT 
C ion has stopped go to the next ion trajectory
Q
170 CONTINUE
C
C
WRITE(1,992) Z1 
992 FORMAT(3X , ’ ION = ',F9.3)
WRITE(1, 993) XTRANS,YTRANS,ZTRANS
993
994
995
996
990
991 
777
FORMAT (3X, 7 XTRANS= 7 . F5 . 1. 7 YTRANS=7 , F5 . 1, 7 ZTRANS=7 , F5. 1) 
WRITE(1,994) XBACK, YBACK, ZBACK
FORMAT(7 XBACK =7,F5.1, 7 YBACK=7,F5.1, 7 ZBACKL= 7,F5.1) 
WRITE( 1, 995) NH,EO,DEPTH
FORMAT(3X, 7 NO. TRAJS.=7,16, 7 Energy^7,F9.0, 7depth = 7,F7.0) 
WRITEC1, 996) Z1,TEMP
FORMAT(3X, 7 ION = 7,F7.3, 7 TEMPERATURE = 7,F7.3)
DO 991 1=1,100
WRITE(1,990) I,IBIN(I)
FORMAT(3X, 13, 6X, 19)
CONTINUE
CL0SE(UNIT=1)
STOP
ENI)
TGCOM - COMMON FILE FOR SETTING UP ARRAYS
COMMON /block/ D1EL(3),D2EL(3),D3EL(3),D4EL(3),D5EL(3), 
D6EL(3),D7EL(3),D8EL(3),D9EL(3),D10EL(3),D11EL(3), 
D12EL(3),D13EL(3),D14EL(3),D15EL(3), D16EL(3),D17EL(3), 
D18EL(3),ZAMBAO(3), DEL(3), IBIN(100), POS(3), CQ,SQIG, 
SQIGM,OLDPS(3),XCONT,YCONT,ZCONT,XBACK, YBACK,ZBACK, 
XTRANS, YTRANS, ZTRANS, SI, S2, S3, S4, So, S6, S7, S8, S9, S10, 
Sll, S12, S13, SI4, S15, S16, S17, S18,PAR(18),PSQIG(18), 
DELX0(18, 3), ITR, ZNO(18), ZMASS(18),ZTEMP(18,3),VE(18,3), 
ZE(18,3),TEMPOS(18,3), REF(3), DISP(1000), ARRTOT,TEMP, 
IDUMP(100), TATOMS, THEMPS
c routine to zero all variables 
SUBROUTINE TSETUP 
INCLUDE ' TGCOM. FOR-’
C
DO 10 1=1,100 
IBIN(I)=0. 
IDUMP(I)=0
10 CONTINUE
DO 11 1 = 1,3 
ZAMBAO(I)=0. 
DEL(I)=0. 
P0S(I)=0. 
OLDPS(I)=0. 
REF(I)=0. 
D1EL(I)=0. 
D2EL(I)=0. 
D3EL(I)=0. 
D4EL(I)=0. 
D5EL(I)=0. 
D6EL(I)=0. 
D7EL(I)=0. 
D8EL(I)=0. 
D9EL(I)=0. 
D10EL(I)=0. 
D11EL(I)=0. 
D12EL(I)=0. 
D13EL(I)=0. 
D14EL(I)=0. 
D15EL(I)=0. 
D16EL(I)=0. 
D17EL(I)=0. 
D18EL(Ij=0.
11 CONTINUE 
XCONT=500. 
YC0NT=500. 
ZCONT=0. 0 
YBACK=0. 
ZBACK=0. 
XTRANS=0. 
YTRANS=0. 
ZTRANS=0. 
THEMPS=0. 
TAT0MS=0.
DO 13 1=1,18 
DO 12 J=1,3 
DELX0(I,J)=0. 
ZTEMP(I,J)=0.
ZE(I.J)=0
TEMPOS (I,.
CONTINUE
PAR(I)=0.
PSQIG(I)=
ZNO(I)=0.
ZMASS(I)=
CONTINUE
DO 33 1=1
DISP(I)=0
CONTINUE
TEMP=0.
ARRTOT=0.
RETURN
END
J)=0.
0.
0.
, 1000
routine to setup constants for ashmag routine
SUBROUTINE SETMAG
REAL B, EO, MU, Mi, M2, K2,KK2, MC2, K3, KK3, MC3, K4,KK4,MC4,K1 
K13,K14
COMMON/ASH/ CC2, A2, H2, K2, MC2, XXX2, A3, H3, K3, MC3,XXX3,A4 
H4, K4, MC4, XXX4, XI,KK2,KK3,KK4,X5
CC2=l./0.24 
Xl=.65/.24
A2=275.7008 
H2=16.2293 
K2 = .182286 
MC2=15.96377 
H12=l./H2 
K12=l./K2
KK2=2. *(1. /(H2*K2))
TC2=.000001
XX2=(HI2*ALOG(A2/TC2))**K12 
XXX2 = (MC2 +XX2)**2.
A3=20.12019 
H3=6.6055 
K3=.421664 
MC3=.223463 
H13=l./H3 
K13=l./K3
KK3=2.*(1./(H 3 *K3))
TC3=.005
XX3=(HI3*ALOG(A3/TC3))**K13 
XXX3 = (MC3+XX3)**2.
A4=4047.561 
H4=li.47605 
K4=.258208 
MC4=.042765 
H14=l./H4 
K14=l. ,/K4
KK4=2. x{i. /(H4*K4) )
TC4=.5
XX4=(H14*ALOG( A4/TC4) ) **K14 
XXX4=(MC4+XX4)**2.
X5=.125
RETURN
END
routine to clear screen
SUBROUTINE CLEAR 
WRITE(*,*)*H2J' 
RETURN 
END
C Routine for gaussian distribution and magnitude of
vibrations for silicon.
C
SUBROUTINE SARRAY
INCLUDE ''TGCOM. FOR'
INTEGER OFFSET 
DO 111 1=1,100 
IDUMP(I)=0 
111 CONTINUE 
XCW=.01 
TEMP=TEMP+273.
DEBYE=658.
XKI=DEBYE/TEMP
FXKI = l-(XKI/4.)+(XKI*XKI/36. ) 
YMASS=72.5 
C1=FXKI/XKI + . 25 
C2=C1/(YMASS*DEBYE)
XRMS=12.1*SQRT(C2)
DO 100 1=1,1000 
SUM=0.0 
DO 50 J=l,12 
Y=RAND0M(-1)
SUM=SUM+Y 
50 CONTINUE
XN=(SUM-6)*XRMS 
IZ=INT((XN/XCW)+1)
IF(IZ.LE.O) GOTO 100
IF(IZ.GT.100) IZ=100
IDUMP(IZ)=IDUMP(IZ)+1 
100 CONTINUE 
OFFSET=0 
DO 91 1=1,25
IF(IDUMP(I).EQ.0) GOTO 91
IOFF=l+OFFSET 
JOFF=IDUMP(I)+0FFSET 
IF(I0FF.GT.JOFF) THEN
TEMPI=IOFF 
I0FF=J0FF 
JOFF=TEMPI
END IF
IF(IOFF.GT.1000) IOFF=1000
IF(JOFF.GT.1000) J0FF=1000
DO 99 J=IOFF,JOFF 
DISP(J)=(I-i.)/100.
99 CONTINUE
OFFSET=OFFSET+IDUMP(I)
91
888
CONTINUE
IF(OFFSET.GT. 500) OFFSET=500
IX=IDUMP(1)
IXOFF=OFFSET-IX 
DO 888 1=1,IXOFF 
DISP(OFFSET+I)=DISP(IX+I)*(-l) 
CONTINUE
ARRTOT=OFFSET+IXOFF-1
IF(ARRTOT.GT.1000.) ARRTOT=1000.
RETURN
END
c This routine works out the vector between the ion and each
c atom in the unit cell ('cube'), thermal vibrations about
c lattice location are taken into account. This routine also
c sets up crystal structure, it is set for silicon crystal
c structure at the moment.
SUBROUTINE TSDELX
C
C
C
TO WORK OUT NEXT DELTA X (FOR EACH ATOM)
INCLUDE 'TGCOM.FOR'
111 = INT(RANDOM 
I12=INT(RANDOM 
I13=INT(RAND0M 
D1EL(1 
D1EL(2 
D1EL(3
I21=INT(RANDOM 
I22=INT(RANDOM 
I23=INT(RANDOM 
D2EL(1 
D2EL(2 
D2EL(3
131=INT(RANDOM 
13 2 = INT(RANDOM 
13 3 = INT(RANDOM 
D3EL(1 
D3EL(2 
D3EL(3
I41=INT(RANDOM 
I42=INT(RANDOM 
I43=INT(RANDOM 
D4EL(1 
D4EL(2 
D4EL(3
151 = IN T(RANDOM 
15 2 = IN T(RANDOM 
I53=INT(RANDOM 
D5EL(1 
D5EL(2 
D5EL(3
-1)*ARRTOT)+1
-1)*ARRT0T)+1
-1)tARRTOT)+1
=(0.+DISP(I11)) -P0S(1)
=(0.+DISP(112))-P0S(2)
=(0.+DISP(113 ) )-POS(3)
-1)*ARRTOT)+1
-1)*ARRT0T)+1
-1)*ARRT0T)+1
=(0.+DISP(121))-P0S(1)
=(5.43+DISP(122))-POS(°
=(0.+DISP(123))-POS(3)
-1)*ARRT0T)+1
-1)*ARRT0T)+1
-1)*ARRT0T)+1
=(5.43+DISP(131))-P0S(1)
=(5.43+DISP(132))-POS(2)
=(0.+DISP(133))-POS(3)
-1)*ARRT0T)+1
-1)+ARRT0T)+1
-1)*ARRT0T)+1
=(5.43+DISP(141))-P0S(1)
=(0.+DISP(142))-POS(2)
=(0.+DISP(143))-P0S(3)
-l)*ARRTOT)+l 
-1)*ARRT0T)+1 
-1)*ARRT0T)+1 
=(0.+DISP(151))-POS(1)
= (0.+DISP(15 2))-POS(2) 
=(5.43+DISP(153))-P0S(3)
161 = IN T (RANDOM(-1)*ARRTOT)+1
c16 2 = INT(RANDOM 
16 3 = IN T (RANDOM 
D6EL(1 
D6EL(2 
D6EL(3
171=INT(RANDOM 
172=INT(RANDOM 
I73=INT(RANDOM 
D7ELU 
D7EL(2 
D7EL(3
181=INT(RANDOM 
182=INT(RANDOM 
I83=INT(RANDOM 
D8EL(1 
D8EL(2 
D8EL(3
191=INT(RANDOM 
192=INT(RANDOM 
I93=INT(RANDOM 
D9EL(1 
D9EL(2 
D9EL(3
I101=INT(RAND0M 
I102=INT(RANDOM 
I103=INT(RANDOM 
D10EL(1 
D1OEL(2 
D10EL(3
I111=INT(RANDOM 
I112=INT(RANDOM 
1113 = INT(RANDOM 
D11EL(1 
DUEL (2 
D11EL(3
1121=1NT(RANDOM 
I122=INT(RANDOM 
112 3 = INT(RANDOM 
D12EL(1 
D12EL(2 
D12EL(3
-1) *-ARRTQT) +1 
-i)*ARRTOT)+l 
=(0.+DISP(161))-POS(l) 
=(5.43+DISP(162))-P0S(2) 
=(5.43+DISP(163))-P0S(3)
-1)*ARRTOT)+1
-1)*ARRT0T)+1
-1)*ARRTOT)+1
=(5.43+DISP(171))-POS(1)
=(5.43+DISP(172))-P0S(2)
=(5.43+DISP(173))-POS(3)
-1)*ARRTOT)+1
-1)*ARRTOT)+1
-1)*ARRTOT)+1
=(5.43+DISP(181))-POS(1)
=(0.+DISP(182))-POS(2)
=(5.43+DISP(183))-P0S(3)
-1)*ARRT0T)+1 
-1)*ARRTOT)+1 
-1)*ARRTOT)+1 
=(0.+DISP(191))-POS(1)
=(2.715+DISP(192))-PQS(2) 
=(2.715+DISP(193))-P0S(3)
-1)*ARRT0T)+1 
-1)*ARRTOT)+1 
-1)*ARRT0T)+1
=(2.715+DISP(1101))-POS(1) 
=(5.43+DISP(1102))-P0S(2) 
=(2.715+DISP(1103))-P0S(3)
-1)*ARRTOT)+1
-1)*ARRTOT)+1
-1)*ARRTO T)+1
=(5.43+DISP(I111))-POS(1)
=(2.715 +DISP(1112))-POS(2)
=(2.715+DISP(I113))-POS(3)
-1)*ARRTOT)+1 
-1)*ARRT0T)+1 
-1)*ARRTOT)+1
=(2.715+DISP(1121))-POS(l) 
= (0.+DISP(112 2))-POS(2) 
=(2.715+DISP(1123))-P0S(3)
1131:
1132:
1133:
1141:
1142:
1143:
1151:
1152:
1153:
1161:
1162:
1163:
1171:
1172:
1173:
1181:
1182:
1183:
:INT( RANDOM 
: INT(RANDOM 
:INT( RANDOM 
D13ELC1 
D13EL(2 
D13EL(3
: INT(RANDOM 
: INT(RANDOM 
: INT(RANDOM 
D14EL(1 
D14EL(2 
D14EL(3
: INT(RANDOM 
:INT(RANDOM 
=INT(RANDOM 
D15EL(1 
D15EL(2 
D15EL(3
=INT(RANDOM 
=INT(RANDOM 
=INT(RANDOM 
D16EL(1 
D16EL(2 
D16EL(3
=INT(RANDOM 
=INT(RANDOM 
=INT(RANDOM 
D17EL(1 
D17EL(2 
D17EL(3
-INT(RANDOM 
=INT(RANDOM 
=INT(RANDOM 
D18EL(1 
D18EL(2) 
D18EL(3)
■1) *ARRTOT) +1 
■l)*ARRTOT)+l 
-1) *ARRTOT )+l
-(2. 715+DISP(1131))-POS(1)
: (2.715 +DISP(1132))—POS(2)
:( 0. +DISP( 1133)) -POS( 3)
-1) *ARRTOT)+1 
-1) *ARRTOT)+1 
-1) *ARRTOT) +1
=(2.715+DISP(1141))-POS(1) 
=(2.715+DISP(I142))-P0S(2) 
:(5.43+DISP(1143))-P0S(3)
-1)*ARRT0T)+1 
-1)*ARRTOT)+1 
-1)*ARRTOT)+1
=(1.3575+DISP(I151))-POS(1) 
=(1.3575+DISP(I152))-P0S(2) 
=(4.0725+DISP(1153))-POS(3)
-1)*ARRT0T)+1 
-1)*ARRTOT)+1 
-1)*ARRTOT)+1
=(1.3575+DISP(I161))-POS(l) 
-(4.0725+DISP(1162))-P0S(2) 
=(1.3575+DISP(I163))-P0S(3)
-1)*ARRT0T)+1 
-1)*ARRTOT)+1 
-1)*ARRTOT)+1
=(4.0725+DISP(1171))-POS(1) 
=(4.0725+DISP(1172))-POS(2) 
=(4.0725+DISP(1173))-POS(3)
-1)*ARRT0T)+1 
-1)*ARRT0T)+1 
-1)*ARRTOT)+1
= (4.0725+DISP(1181))-POS(1) 
=(1.3575+DISP(I182))-P0S(2) 
= ( 1.3575+DISP(1183))-P0S(3)
RETURN
END
c
c
c
c
This routine works out- the parameter b in the binary 
collision approximation (fig.16 p.61), for all 
ion/atom combinations inthe unit cell ('cube').
SUBROUTINE TGVECT
C
C
INCLUDE ' TGCOM. FOR'’
c
S1=(ZAMBA0(1)*D1EL(1)+ZAMBA0(2)*D1EL(2)+ZAMBA0(3)*D1EL(3))
52 = (ZAMBAO(1) *02EL(1)+ZAMBAO(2)*D2EL(2)+ZAMBAO(3) *02EL(3))
53 = (ZAMBAO(1)*D3EL(1)+ZAMBAO(2) *03EL(2)+ZAMBAO(3) *03EL(3)) 
S4=(ZAMBAO(1)*D4EL(1)+ZAMBAO(2)*D4EL(2)+ZAMBAO(3)*D4EL(3)) 
S5=(ZAMBAO(1)*D5EL(1)+ZAMBAO(2)*D5EL(2)+ZAMBAO(3) *05EL(3))
56 = (ZAMBAO(1)*D6EL(1)+ZAMBAO(2)*D6EL(2)+ZAMBAO(3)*D6EL(3))
57 = (ZAMBAO(1)*D7EL(1)+ZAMBAO(2)*D7EL(2)+ZAMBAO(3)*D7EL(3))
58 =(ZAMBAO(1)*D8EL(1)+ZAMBAO(2)*D8EL(2)+ZAMBAO(3)*08EL (3))
59 = (ZAMBAO(1) *09EL(1)+ZAMBAO(2)*D9EL(2)+ZAMBAO(3)*D9EL(3)) 
S10=(ZAMBAO(1)*D10EL(1)+ZAMBAO(2)*D10EL(2)+ZAMBAO(3)
+ *D1OEL(3))
SI1=(ZAMBAO(1)*D11EL(1)+ZAMBAO(2)*D11EL(2)+ZAMBAO(3)
+ *D11EL(3))
S12=(ZAMBAO(1)*D12EL(1)+ZAMBAO(2)*D12EL(2)+ZAMBAO(3)
+ *D12EL(3))
S13 = (ZAMBAO(1)*D13EL(1)+ZAMBAO(2) *013EL(2)+ZAMBAO(3)
+ *D13EL(3))
S14=(ZAMBAO(1)*D14EL(1)+ZAMBAO(2) *014EL(2)+ZAMBAO(3)
+ *D14EL(3))
S15=(ZAMBAO(1)*D15EL(1)+ZAMBAO(2)*D15EL(2)+ZAMBAO(3)
+ *D15EL(3))
S16=(ZAMBAO(l)*D16EL(1)+ZAMBAO(2)*D16EL(2)+ZAMBAO(3)
+ *D16EL(3))
S17=(ZAMBAO(1)*D17EL(1)+ZAMBAO(2)*D17EL(2)+ZAMBAO(3)
+ *D17EL(3))
S18 = (ZAMBAO(1)*D18EL(1)+ ZAMBAO(2)*D18EL(2)+ZAMBAO(3)
+ *D18EL(3))
return
END
o 
a
c This subroutine works out the impact parameter and the
c parameter del x between the ion and each atom in the
c unit cell ('cube’),
c
SUBROUTINE TSPOS(ANX)
INCLUDE 'TGCOM.FOR*
REAL ANX
ITR=0
XNNX=ANX
IF(S1.GE.0.AND.S1.LE.XNNX) THEN
ITR=ITR+1
PSQIG(ITR)=S1- 
DELX0M=(D1EL(1)**2+D1EL(2)**2+D1EL(3)**2)**. 5 
XP=ABS(S1**2-DELX0M**2)
PAR(ITR)=XP**. 5
IF(PAR(ITR).GT.1.8) THEN 
ITR=ITR-1 
GOTO 201
END IF
DELX0(ITR,1)=D1EL(1)
DELX0(ITR,2)=D1EL(2)
DELX0(ITR,3)=D1EL(3)
END IF
201 IF(S2.GE.0.AND.S2.LE.XNNX) THEN
ITR=ITR+1
PSQIG(ITR)=S2 ?
DELX0M=(D2EL(1)**2+D2EL(2)**2+D2EL(3)**2)**.5 
XP=ABS(S2**2-DELX0M**2)
PAR(ITR)=XP**. 5
IF(PAR(ITR).GT.1.8) THEN 
ITR=ITR-1 
GOTO 202
END IF
DELXO(ITR,1)=D2EL(1)
DELXO(ITR,2)=D2EL(2)
DELXO(ITR,3)=D2EL(3)
END IF
202 IF(S3.GE.0.AND.S3.LE.XNNX) THEN
ITR=ITR+1 
PSQIG(ITR)=S3 
DELX0M= (D3EL(1) **2+D3EL(2) **2+D3EL(3) **2) **. 5 
XP=ABS (S3**2-DELX0M**2)
PAR(ITR)=XP**.5
IF(PAR(ITR).GT.1.8) THEN 
ITR=ITR-1
GOTO 203
END IF
DELXO(ITR,1)=D3EL(1)
DELXO(ITR, 2)=D3EL(2)
DELXO(ITR,3)=D3EL(3)
END IF
203 IF(S4.GE.0.AND.S4.LE.XNNX) THEN
ITR=ITR+1 
PSQIG(ITR)=S4 
DELXOM=(D4EL(1)**2+D4EL(2)**2+D4EL(3)**2)**.5 
XP=ABS(S4**2-DELX0M**2)
PAR(ITR)=XP**. 5
IF(PAR(ITR).GT. 1. 8) THEN 
ITR=ITR-1 
GOTO 204
END IF
DELXO(ITR, 1)=D4EL(1)
DELXO(ITR, 2)=D4EL(2)
DELXO(ITR, 3)=D4EL(3)
END IF
204 IF(S5.GE.0.AND. S5.LE.XNNX) THEN
ITR=ITR+1 
PSQIG(ITR)=S5 
DELXOM=(D5EL(1)**2+D5EL(2)**2+D5EL(3)**2)**.5 
XP=ABS(S5**2-DELX0M**2)
PAR(ITR)=XP**.5
IF(PAR(ITR).GT.1.8) THEN 
ITR=ITR-1 
GOTO 205
END IF
DELXO(ITR,1)=D5EL(1)
DELXO(ITR,2)=D5EL(2)
DELXO(ITR,3)=D5EL(3)
END IF
205 IF(S6.GE.0.AND.S6.LE.XNNX) THEN
ITR=ITR+1 
PSQIG(ITR)=S6 
DELXOM=(D6EL(1)**2 +D6EL(2)**2+D6EL(3)**2)**.5 
XP=ABS(S6**2-DELX0M**2)
PAR(ITR)=XP**.5
IF(PAR(ITR).GT.1.8) THEN 
ITR=ITR-1 
GOTO 206
END IF
DELXO(ITR, 1)=D6EL(1)
DELXO(ITR, 2)=D6EL(2)
DELXO(ITR,3)=D6EL(3)
END IF
206 IF(S7.GE.0.AND.S7.LE.XNNX) THEN
ITR=ITR+1 
PSQIG(ITR)=S7 
DELX0M= (D7EL(1) **2+D7EL(2) **2+D7EL (3) **2) **. 5 
XP=ABS(S7**2-DELX0M**2)
PAR(ITR)=XP**.5
IF(PAR(ITR).GT.1.8) THEN 
ITR=ITR-1 
GOTO 207
END IF
DELXO(ITR,1)=D7EL(1)
DELXO(ITR,2)=D7EL(2)
DELXO(ITR,3)=D7EL(3)
END IF
207 IF(S8.GE.0.AND.S8.LE.XNNX) THEN
ITR=ITR+1 
PSQIG(ITR)=S8 
DELXOM= (D8EL(1) **2+D8EL (2) **2 +D8EL (3) **2) **. 5 
XP=ABS (S8**2-DELX0M**2)
PAR(ITR)=XP**. 5
IF(PAR(ITR).GT.1.8) THEN 
ITR=ITR-1 
GOTO 208
END IF
DELXO(ITR, 1)=D8EL(1)
DELXO(ITR,2)=D8EL(2)
DELXO(ITR,3)=D8EL(3)
END IF
208 IF(S9.GE.0.AND.S9.LE.XNNX) THEN
ITR=ITR+1 
PSQIG(ITR)=S9 
DELX0M= (D9EL (1) **2+D9EL (2) **2 +D9EL (3 ) **2) **. 5 
XP=ABS(S9**2-DELX0M**2)
PAR(ITR)=XP**. 5
IF(PAR(ITR).GT.1.8) THEN 
ITR=ITR-1 
GOTO 209
END IF
DELXO(ITR,1)=D9EL(1)
DELXO(ITR,2)=D9EL(2)
DELXO(ITR,3)=D9EL(3)
END IF
209 IF(S10.GE.0.AND.S10.LE.XNNX) THEN
ITR=ITR+1 
PSQIG(ITR)=S10 
DELX0M= (D10ELC1) **2+D10EL( 2) **2+D10EL( 3) >K>K2) **. 5
XP=ABS(S10**2-DELX0M**2)
PAR(ITR)=XP**.5 -
IF(PAR(ITR).GT.1. 8) THEN 
ITR=ITR-1 
GOTO 210
END IF
DELXO(ITR,1)=D10EL(1)
DELXO(ITR, 2)=D10EL(2)
DELXO(ITR, 3)=D1OEL(3)
END IF
210 IF(Sll.GE.0.AND.Sll.LE.XNNX) THEN
ITR=ITR+1 
PSQIG(ITR)=S11 
DELXOM=(D11EL(1)**2+Dl1EL(2)**2+D11EL(3)**2)**.5 
XP=ABS(S11**2-DELX0M**2)
PAR(ITR)=XP**. 5
IF(PAR(ITR).GT. 1. 8) THEN 
ITR=ITR-1 
GOTO 211
END IF
DELXO(ITR,1)=D11EL(1)
DELXO(ITR, 2)=D11EL(2)
DELXO(ITR,3)=D11EL(3)
END IF
211 IF(S12.GE.0.AND.S12.LE.XNNX) THEN
ITR=ITR+1 
PSQIG(ITR)=S12 
DELX0M=(D12EL( 1)**2+D12EL(2)**2+Dl2EL(3)**2)**. 5 
XP=ABS(S12**2-DELX0M**2)
PAR(ITR)=XP**.5
IF(PAR(ITR).GT.1.8) THEN 
ITR=ITR-1 
GOTO 212
END IF
DELXO(ITR,1)=D12EL(1)
DELXO(ITR, 2)=D12EL(2)
DELXO(ITR,3)=D12EL(3)
END IF
212 IF(S13.GE.0.AND.S13.LE.XNNX) THEN
ITR=ITR+1 
PSQIG(ITR)=S13 
DELX0M=(D13EL(1)**2+D13EL(2)**2+D13EL(3)**2)**.5 
XP=ABS( S 13^*2-DELX0M*>^2)
PAR(ITR)=XP**.5
IF(PAR(ITR).GT.1.8) THEN 
ITR=ITR-1 
GOTO 213
END IF
DELXO(ITR,1)=D13EL(1)
DELXO(ITR,2)=D13EL(2)
DELXO(ITR,3)=D13EL(3)
END IF
213 IF(S14.GE.0.AND.S14.LE.XNNX) THEN
ITR=ITR+1 
PSQIG(ITR)=S14 
DELXOM= (D14EL (1) **2+D14EL (2) **2+D14EL (3) **2) **. 5 
XP=ABS(S14**2-DELX0M**2)
PAR(ITR)=XP**.5
IF(PAR(ITR).GT.1.8) THEN 
ITR=ITR-1 
GOTO 214
END IF
DELXO(ITR,1)=D14EL(1)
DELXO(ITR,2)=D14EL(2)
DELXO(ITR, 3)=D14EL(3)
END IF
214 IF(S15.GE.0.AND.S15.LE.XNNX) THEN
ITR=ITR+1 
PSQIG(ITR)=S15 
DELX0M=(D15EL(1)**2+D15EL(2)**2+D15EL(3)**2)**.5 
XP=ABS(S15**2-DELX0M**2)
PAR(ITR)=XP**. 5
IF(PAR(ITR).GT.1.8) THEN 
ITR=ITR-1 
GOTO 215
END IF
DELXO(ITR,1)=D15EL(1)
DELXO(ITR, 2)=D15EL(2)
DELXO(ITR,3)=D15EL(3)
END IF
215 IF(S16.GE.0.AND. S16.LE.XNNX) THEN
ITR=ITR+1 
PSQIGCITR)=S16 
DELXOM= (D16EL (1) **2 +D16EL (2) **2 +D16EL'( 3) **2) * *. 5 
XP=ABS(S16**2-DELX0M**2)
PAR(ITR)=XP**. 5
IF(PAR(ITR).GT.1.8) THEN 
ITR=ITR-1 
GOTO 216
END IF
DELXO(ITR,1)=D16EL(1)
DELXO(ITR, 2)=D16EL(2)
DELXO(ITR, 3)=D16EL(3)
END IF
216 IF(S17.GE.O.AND.S17.LE.XNNX) THEN
ITR=ITR+1 
PSQIGCITR)=S17 
DELX0M=CD17EL(1)**2+D17EL(2)**2+D17EL(3)**2)**.5 
XP=ABS(S17 **2-DELX0M**2)
PARCITR)=XP**.5
IFCPARCITR).GT.1.8) THEN 
ITR=ITR-1 
GOTO 217
END IF
DELXO(ITR, 1)=D17ELC1)
DELXO CITR,2)=D17 EL C 2)
DELXO(ITR,3)=D17EL(3)
END IF
217 IFCS18.GE.0.AND.S18.LE.XNNX) THEN
ITR=ITR+1 
PSQIGCITR)=S18 
DELXOM=(D18EL(1)**2+D18EL(2)**2+D18EL(3)**2)**.5 
XP=ABS(S18**2-DELX0M**2)
PARCITR)=XP**. 5
IFCPAR(ITR).GT.1.8) THEN 
ITR=ITR~1 
GOTO 218
END IF
DELXO(ITR,1)=D18EL(1)
DELXO(ITR,2)=D18EL(2)
DELXO(ITR, 3)=D18EL(3)
END IF
218 RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE ASHMAG(EPS,B,C2,S2,EX1)
C subroutine to calculate scattering angle
C- (based on Ashworth).
REAL B,EO,MU, Ml,M2,K2,KK2,MC2,K3, KK3, MC3 , K4, KK4,MC4,Ki 2, 
+ K13,K14
COMMON/ASH/ CC2, A2, H2.K2, MC2, XXX2, A3 , H3,K3,MC3,XXX3 ,A4,
+ H4,K4,MC4,XXX4, XI, KK2, KK3,KK4, X5
p=b*b 
P1=0.
EPSQ=EPS*EPS 
T1=EPSQ 
EPS1=1./EPS 
EPST1=EPS1**0.48
C
IF(T1.GT.100. )
IF(T1.GT.0.5)
IF(T1.GT.0.005)
IF(T1.GT.0.000001)
p
C
c
100 T=(l/((P/(2*X1))+EPST1))**CC2
C have got a value for T, so goto output
GOTO 900
C
200 X2 = ( (1 /H2) * AL0G (A2/T1) ) ** (1 /K2 )
C2=(MC2+X2)**2
C
PL=((XXX2-C2)/KK2)+P1
C
IF(P.GT.PL) GOTO 820
C
C adjust PI and T1 at 820
C
TX2=SQRT(KK2*(F-P1)+C2)
T=A2*EXP(-H2*( (TX2-MC2)**K2))
p
C have got a value for T, so goto output
C
GOTO 900
C
C
300 X3=((1/H3)*AL0G(A3/T1))**(1/K3)
C3 = (MC3 +X3)**2
PL=((XXX3-C3)/KK3)+P1
C
IF(P.GT.PL) GOTO 830
GOTO 500 
GOTO 400 
GOTO 300 
GOTO 200
C adjust PI and T1 at 830
C
TX3=SQBT(KK3*(P-P1)+C3)
T=A3*EXP('-H3*( (TX3-MC3)**K3) )
r
C have got a value for T, so goto output
C
GOTO 900
C
c
400 X4=(<1/H4)*AL0G(A4/T1))**(1/K4)
C4=(MC4+X4)**2
C
PL=((XXX4-C4)/KK4)+P1
C
IF(P.GT.PL) GOTO 840
C
C adjust PI and T1 at 840
C
TX4=SQRT(KK4*(P-Pl)+C4)
T=A4*EXP(-H4*((TX4-MC4)**K4))
C
C have got a value for T, so goto output
n
GOTO 900
500 PL15 = (0. 01-(EPS1**2. ) ) *X5
PL5=PL15*2.
IF(P/GT.PL5) GOTO 850
T=( . l/( (P/2.*X5) )+(EPSl**2. ) ) )
nV-/
C have got a value for T, so goto output'
C
GOTO 900
C
82< PI-PL 
GOTO 100
C
830 PI—PL
T1=0.005 
GOTO 200
C
840 Tl-0.5
P1=PL 
GOTO 300
C
850 Tl=100.
P1=PL5 
GOTO 400
C
900 S2-T/EPSQ 
02=1.-SS2 
EX1=EXP(-.3*B) 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE SEZIEG(Z1,Z 2,Ml,M2,EO,ARHO,SEOUT,FRAC,IM)
C SUBROUTINE SEZIEG CALCULATES ELECTRONIC STOPPING POWERS IN EV 
IMPLICIT REAL*4 (A-Z)
COMMON /SDATA/SCOEF 1(92,8)., PCOEF (5,8)
INTEGER IZ1, IZ2, I,KK,LL, IM, IDUM 
DIMENSION COEF(8),FRAC(5),Z2(5)
C CONVERSION: REAL*8-VARIABLES  > REAL*4-VARIABLES:
IZ1=Z1
Z1T=Z1**0.33333333 
Z1TT=Z1TXZIT 
E=EO
C
C BELOW EE IS ENERGY PER NUCLEON KEV/AMU 
1 = 1
LFCTR=SC0EF1(IZ1, 8)
EE=E/1000. /Ml 
SEOUT=0.0 
DO 1000 LL=1,IM 
IZ2=Z2(LL)
VFERMI=SCQEF1(IZ2, 7)
EVANG =ARHO *10.
DO 11 1 = 1,8
COEF(I)=PCOEF(LL, I)
11 CONTINUE
E=EE
IF(IZ1-2) 100,200,300 
100 CALL RPSTOP(IZ2, E, COEF, SE)
10 SEOUT=SEOUT+SE*EVANG*FRAC(LL)
GOTO 1000
C SUBROUTINE RSTOP(Zl,Ml,Z2,EE,SE)
CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
Cxx ZIEGLER, BIERSACK AND LITTMARK (AUG. 11,1982) xxxxxxxx
CXX X XX XX XXX
C*x (OUTPUT IS 1000 VALUES OF SE (EV/ANG.)) xxxxxxxx.
Cxx (NUCLEAR STOPPING IS NOT CALCULATED.) xxxxxxxx
C X X X X X X X X X X X X: X? * X X X X X X: * X X X X X; X; X X X X X; x: X X X X X; X x; X X X X X X X: X X X X X' XX XX X X X X:: X
CXX zi = ION ATOMIC NUMBER xxxxxxxx
Cxx MM1= ION ATOMIC MASS xxxxxxxx
Cxx Ml = ION ATOMIC WEIGHT (AMU) xxxxxxxx
Cxx Z2 = TARGET ATOMIC NUMBER x x x xxxxx  ..
Cxx M2 = TARGET ATOMIC WEIGHT (AMU) x x x xxxxx
Cxx EE = ION ENERGY (KEV) x x x xxxxx
Cxx RHO = TARGET DENSITY (G/CM3) xxxxxxxx
Cxx ATRH0*E2=TARGET DENSITY (ATOMS/CMS) x x x xxxxx
Cxx VFERMI = (FERMI VELOCITY OF SOLID) / VO x x x xxxxx
Cxx LFCTR = LAMBDA SCREENING FACTOR FOR IONS x xxxxxxx
Cxx PCOEF = STOPPING COEFFICIENTS FOR PROTONS xxxxxxxx
Cxx SE = CALCULATED ELECTRONIC STOPPING (EV/ANGSTROM) xxxxx
C X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X: X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
Cxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx XXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-X 
CXX NEED DATA FILE : SCOEF DATA (184,80) xxxxxxxx
Cxx SCOEF(X,l) = ATOMIC NUMBER OF ELEMENT xxxxxxxx
Cxx SCOEF(x,2) = ATOMIC MASS OF MOST ABUNDANT ISOTOPE xxxxx
Cxx SC0EF(X,3) = ATOMIC WEIGHT OF M.A.I. xxxxxxxx
Cxx SCOEF(X,4) = TARGET MASS (AMU) xxxxxxxx
Cxx SCOEF(x,5) = G/CM3 DENSITY (NORMAL ABUNDANCE) xxxxxxxx
CXX SCOEF(x,6) = ATOMS/CMS* 1E2 2 (NORMAL ABUNDANCE) xxxxxxxx
Cxx SCOEF(X,7) = (FERMI VELOCITY OF SOLID) / VO xxxxxxxx
CXX SCOEF(x,8) = LAMBDA SCREENING FACTOR FOR IONS xxxxxxxx
Cxx SCOEF(92,x) TO SCOEF(184,x) = COEF.OF PROTON STOPPING x
CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
QXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
c
Cxxxxxxxxxx HELIUM ELECTRONIC STOPPING POWERS xxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Cxxxx VELOCITY PROPORTIONAL STOPPING BELOW KEV/AMU xx HEO x 
200 HE0=1.
HE=AMAX1(HEO, E )
B=ALOG(HE)
A=.2865+BX(.1266+BX(001429+B*(.02402+B*
+ (-.01135+B*.001475))))
HEH=1.-EXP(-AMIN1(30. , A))
CALL RPSTOP(IZ2, HE,COEF, SP)
SE=SPXHEHX4.
IF (E.GT.HEO) GOTO 10 
C CALC. HE VELOCITY PROPORTIONAL STOPPING 
SE=SE*SQRT(E/HEO)
GOTO 10
(3 x X X X X: X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X: X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X x x
cxxxxxxxxxx HEAVY ION ELECTRONIC STOPPING POWERS xxxxxxxxxxxx 
Cxxxx USE VELOCITY STOPPING FOR. (YRMIN=VR/Zl*x. 67) .LE. 0. 13x 
C x x x x OR FOR VR .LE. 1.0 x x x x x x x xxx x x x x x x x x x x x xx x x x x x x x x x x x xx x 
300 YRMIN=0. 13 
VRMIN=1.0
V=SQRT(E/2 5. )/VFERMI 
301 IF (V.GE.l.) GO TO 302
VR=(3.XVFERMI/4.)x(1 .+(2.XVXV/3.)-Vxx4./15.)
GOTO 303
3 02 VR=VxVFERMI*(1.+1./(5.XV*V))
C SET YR = MAXIMUM OF (VR/Zixx.67),(VRMIN/Z1**.67) OR YRMIN. 
303 YR=AMAX1(YRMIN,VR/ZITT)
YR=AMAX1(YR, VRMIN/Z1TT)
A=-.803XYRXX0.3 + 1.3167*YR**0.6+.38157XYR+. 008983XYRXYR 
Q=AMIN1( 1. , AMAXKO. , 1. -EXP( -AMIN 1 (A, 50. ) ) ) )
C Q = IONIZATION LEVEL OF THE ION AT VELOCITY * YR X.
C NOW WE CONVERT IONIZATION LEVEL TO EFFECTIVE CHARGE.
B=(AMIN1(0.43,AMAX1(.32,.12+.025*Z1)))/ZlT 
L0=( . 8-QX( AMINM 1. 2, 0. 6+Z1/30. )) )/ZlT 
IF (Q.LT.0.2) GO TO 307
IF (Q.LT. (AMAXKO., .9-.025XZ1))) GO TO 306
IF (Q.LT. (AMAXKO. , 1 . 025XAMIN1( 16. , 1. XZ1) ))) GO TO 305
304 L1=B*(1.-Q)/(.025XAMIN1(16. , 1. XZ1))
GOTO 308
305 L1=B 
GOTO 30,
306 Ql=0.2
L1=BX(Q-. 2)/ABS(AMAXKO. , . 9-. 025XZ1)-. 2000001)
GO TO 308
307 L1=0
308 L=AMAX1(L1,L0XLFCTR)
ZETA=Q+(1./(2.XVFERMIXX2))*(1.-Q)XAL0G(1+
+ (4XLXVFERMI/1.919)XX2)
C ADD Z1XX3 EFFECT
A=-(7.6-AMAX1(0.,ALOG(E)))XX2
ZETA=ZETAX(1.+(1./Z1XX2)X(.18+.0015XZ2(LL))XEXP(A))
IF (YR.LE.AMAX1(YRMIN,VRMIN/Z1TT)) GO TO 310
309 CALL RPSTOP(IZ2,E,COEF,SP)
SE=SPX(ZETAXZ1)XX2
GOTO 10
C CALCULATE VELOCITY STOPPING FOR YR LESS THAN YRMIN.
310 VRMIN=AMAX1(VRMIN,YRMINXZ1TT)
VMIN=. 5X(VRMIN+SQRT( AMAXKO. , VRMIN**2-0. 8XVFERMIXX2 )))
EEE=25XVMINXX2
CALL RPSTOP(IZ2,EEE,COEF,SP)
POWER=.5
IF((Z2(LL).EQ.6).OR.(((Z2(LL).EQ.14)
+ .OR.(Z2(LL).EQ.32)).AND.(Zl.LE. 19)))
£ POWER=.35 
SE=(SPX(ZETAXZ1)XX2)X(E/EEE)XX. 5 
IF (IZ2.NE.6) GOTO 10 
C SPECIAL CORRECTION FOR LOW ENERGY IONS IN CARBON 
SE=SEX((E/EEE)XX(.75X.5))/(E/EEE)xx.5 
GOTO 10 
1000 CONTINUE 
22 CONTINUE
CLOSE(UNIT=1)
RETURN
END
c routine to generate constants used in the main program 
SUBROUTINE CONSTS(RHO,ENERGY,ACON)
COMMON/SDATA/SCOEF1(92, 8) .PC0EF(5, 8)
COMMON/CONS/ELEFAK,SNFAK, ARHO,FRAC, Ml, MM2, ZZ2,Z2,M2,Zl, 
+ IM,EPSFAK
REAL FRAC(5), ZZ2(5),MM2(5),MU,M2,Ml 
IM=1
ZZ2(1)=Z2 
FRAC(1)=1.
ARH0=RH0*0.6023/M2 
MU=M2/M1
GAMMA=4. 0*MU/(1.O+MU)**2
Z23=Z2**0. 23
A=0.4685/(Zl**0.23+Z23)
AT=0.4685/(Z23+Z23)
EPSFAK=A*MU/((1.0+MU)*Zl*Z2*14.4)
EPTFAK=AT/(2.0*Z2*Z2*14.4)
XF AK=(ARHO * 3.1415 9 3 *A*A*GAMMA)
SNF AK=XFAK/EPSFAK
FAK=0. 1337*(Z2**'0.166667)*SQRT(Z2/M2)
C
OPEN(UNIT=1, FILE='SCOEF2.DAT' , STATUS='OLD')
DO 15 LL=1,IM 
IZ2-ZZ2(LL)
DO 11 1=1,IZ2
READ(1,*)IDUM,(PCOEF(LL,J ),J=1,8)
11 CONTINUE
REWIND 1 
15 CONTINUE
CLOSE(UNIT=1)
C
CALL SEZIEG(Z1, ZZ2,Ml, M2, ENERGY, ARHO, SE, FRAC,IM)
EPS=EPSFAK*ENERGY
ELEFAK=(SE*ACON)/(SNFAK*SQRT(EPS))
RETURN
END
o 
o
routine to obtain ziegier electronic stopping 
coefficient Se
SUBROUTINE STOPWR(E,EPS,SE,APROX)
COMMON/SDATA/SCOEF1(92,8), PCOEF(5,8)
COMMON/CONS/ELEFAK,SNFAK, ARHO,FRAC, Ml, MM2, ZZ2,Z2,M2,Zl,IM,EP 
CHARACTER APROX
REAL FRAC(5),Ml,M2,ZZ2(5),MM2(5)
ELECTRONIC STOPPING OF ZBL:
IF(APROX.EQ.'F') GOTO 10
SE=ELEFAK*SQRT(EPS)
SE=SNFAK*SE 
RETURN
10 CALL SEZIEG(Zl,ZZ2,Ml,M2,E,ARHO,SE,FRAC,IM)
C
RETURN
END
c PROTON ELECTRONIC STOPPING POWERS 
SUBROUTINE RPSTOP(Z2,E,PCOEF,SP)
IMPLICIT REAL*4(A-H,M-Z)
INTEGER Z2 
DIMENSION PCOEF(8)
C VELOCITY PROPORTIONAL STOPPING BELOW VELOCITY ** PEG **
PEO=25.
PE=AMAX1(PEG, E)
SL=(PCOEF C1)*FE**PCOEF(2))+PCOEF(3)*PE**PCOEF(4)
SH=PCOEF ( 5 ) /PE**PCOEF (6) *ALOG ( (PCOEF ( 7) /PE) +PCOEF (8 ) *PE) 
SP=SL*SH/(SL+SH)
IF (E.GT.PEG) GOTO 10 
C VELPWR IS THE POWER OF VELOCITY STOPPING BELOW PEO
VELPWR=0.45
IF (Z2.LE.6) VELPWR=0.25 
SP=SP*(E/PEO)**VELPWR 
10 RETURN 
END
c
c routine to get data, on ions
SUBROUTINE SCOEF
COMMON /SDATA/SC0EF1(92,8),PCOEF(5,8) 
DIMENSION HELP8(8)
OPEN (UN I T=1, F ILE= •’ SCOEF1. DAT' , STATUS-'’OLD 
DO 1 1=1,92 
1 READ(1, *) (SCOEF1 (I,J),J=1,8)
CLOSE(UNIT=1)
RETURN
END
